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ABSTRACT

The topic of this thesis is investigation of models applied to different aspects of sep
arations and colloid science. Many tools are used for solving the models, which are
manifested as boundary value problems. The problems are to determine the equi
librium electrostatics of a fluid droplet, the electrokinetics of such, the (nonuniform)
temperature profile of an electrophoresis capillary due to Joule heating, and the tem
perature at the wall of the capillary. In the fluid drop model, special attention given
to a drop that, in addition to the surrounding fluid, supports electrolytes. Matched
asymptotic expansions based on thin double layers are applied to the equilibrium elec
trostatics problem. Attention is given to how conditions on the interface of the drop,
such as discontinuity of equilibrium potential and the presence of surface excesses
of solutes, affect the electrokinetics. A perturbation scheme is used to formulate a
problem for the electrophoretic mobility of a droplet. An approximate solution for
the the mobility of a drop is derived, based on small interfacial potentials. The for
mula encompasses those of several past theoretical studies. A regular perturbation is
used to determine heating effects in capillary electrophoresis, based on a small power
input to the system. The resulting expression for temperature in the capillary is then
used implicitly to determine the temperature at the wall of the capillary. Some of
the results are compared with experimental data. For the drop electrophoresis prob
lem, the electrophoretic mobility formula is compared with measured mobility of oil
drops and drops in aqueous two-phase systems. In the study of heating in capillary
electrophoresis, the implicit expression is used to make reasonable estimates of the
wall temperature based on published operating conditions. Accuracy of all analytic
estimates of the problems are tested against numerical solutions, taken to be exact.
In all cases, the analytic approximations are satisfactorily accurate under appropriate
conditions.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

When new or casual acquaintances ask me about my research, I have come to first use
the word "electrohydrodynamics." To those not scared off by that phrase but who
nonetheless don't know what it means, I simply break down the phrase, and say I
study the movement of water-based solutions and other fluids when an electric field is
applied. Then, if they are still interested, I point out that electrical interactions have
a profound influence on the movement of water or other fluids — and the particles in
them — over very small distances. This often leads to the question of why one would
be interested in studying the small-scale behaviour of fluids. Current events of the
past few years make that question easily answerable to the layperson. For example,
it seems that most everyone has by now heard of DNA analysis in forensics, even
though most may not understand how it works. No matter, such analysis is often
electrically-driven, and obviously the molecules in question are quite small. Moreover,
it helps to make a contrast with more familiar examples of the (large-scale) flow of
water as in an ocean, river, or pipes, where electricity plays no significant role.
Indeed, the length scales of the research presented herein are microscopic, and
over such distances, one cannot ignore the effects of electrical conductivity, especially
when the fluid contains electrolytes, as does water. In addition, in the mathematical
models considered here, not only must electricity be included, it provides the nonlin
earities that make the models so difficult - and interesting - to investigate. Charge
distribution, and electrical and thermal conductivities are the sources of nonlinearities
that are contended with herein.
In the interest of providing cohesion to the voluminous work that follows, I state
that mathematically, all the work here comes down to non-linear boundary-value
problems, with approximate solutions based on asymptotic analysis compared to (ex
act) numerical solutions. As for applications, the work falls under the category of
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electrophoresis. Herein are examined the problem of electrophoresis of a microscopic
fluid drop, as well as the heating effects in a capillary electrophoresis buffer. In the
case of electrostatics and electrophoretic mobihty of fluid drops, the goal is to seek
a better understanding of a liquid-liquid interface, under t he general condition that
both liquids contain electrolytes. In particular, aqueous two-phase systems are used
in partitioning of biological material [7, 52, 56]. And of course, capillary electrophore
sis is widely used in separating proteins and other molecules according to size and
valence [28].
The first topic is the electrokinetic model of a fluid drop, with a weak applied
electric field. By weak is meant small compared to the field that typically appears at
the drop interface. The model is concerned with microscopic drops, whose electrical
properties are of greater influence on the dynamics than with larger-scale drops. Un
derstanding the dynamics of a droplet suspended in a different fluid — particularly in
response to an applied field — helps in determining the structure of the interface of
two fluids surrounding fluid. This is important, for example, in understanding aque
ous two-phase systems such as those used in bioseparations. The scales considered
also enable generalize well-established theory of small scale particles and droplets
with less interesting electrical properties. The model is a simple yet profound gener
alization of that of Baygents and Saville [2], and is treated as a perturbation problem
with the scaled field as the perturbation parameter, and a correction is made to the
equilibrium case of no applied field. The model is presented in Chapter 2 in dimensi unless form, with the scale factors given. The breakdown of the model according to
the perturbation scheme is subsequently presented. The equilibrium, or leading-order
case is non-linear - as is typical in asymptotic analysis - and is itself approached with
matched asymptotics. This is the subject of Chapter 3 as well as the manuscript
of Appendix D. More detail of the derivation of the matched asymptotic formulas is
presented in Chapter 3 than in the manuscript.
In Chapter 4 is examined the first correction to the equilibrium problem, where
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a solution is given for the electrophoretic mobility of a fluid drop. Because of the
complicated nature of the boundary conditions, it is found that an integral equa
tion representation of the equations facilitates both analytic approximations and a
numerically-derived solution. The integral equations resemble those of Ohshima,
Healy, and White [40, 41], who formulated approximations for the electrophoretic
mobilities of a non-conducting spherical particle and for a mercury drop, respectively.
In both of these situations, interior electrostatics are not considered. By considering
the interior electrostatics, the model becomes considerably more complicated than in
these two cases. An approximate solution is formulated based on the limiting case
that the interfacial potentials are limited to a few millivolts. This enables one to
linearize the equations in these interfacial potentials. Baygents and Saville [2] have
demonstrated in limited cases of the model the plausibility of such a linearization,
by plotting a numerically-derived solution that is seen to be nearly linear through
values of these potentials up to 50 millivolts. There is presented the small interfacial
potential approximation to the electrophoretic mobility and a numerical solution, to
which the formula is compared.
The subject matter changes from here, and in Chapter 5 is examined another
problem related to electrophoresis, but a different problem nonetheless. The problem
considered is to determine the amount of heating that takes place in a cylindrical
capillary electrophoresis tube due to the imposition of an electrical current. As in
the problems considered previously, the concern here is with an electrolytic solution,
which in this case is the buffer used in electrophoresis. The applied voltage that drives
the electrophoresis generates current due to the electrolytes in the water, and heat is
generated. The radial temperature profile is nonuniform, and the governing equation
is nonlinear, in the sense that the thermal and electrical conductivities are nonlinear
functions of the temperature, which is the dependent variable.

Because of axial

symmetry, the problem is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation over the radial
variable, and a solution is presented as a regular perturbation expansion about the
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case for which no heating (uniform temperature) occurs. This problem and solution
are presented in great detail in Chapter 5. A derivative result to this work appears at
the end of that chapter. In particular, the derived temperature profile depends on the
temperature at the wall of the capillary, which is not an easily-measured quantity. It
is shown how one can use the approximate solution implicitly to estimate the capillary
wall temperature - and thus the entire radial temperature profile - if one knows the
experimentally controllable parameters, such as applied voltage and conductivity at
room temperature.
In some cases comparisons are made against experimental observations in order
to test the validity of the models. The formula for elect roplioretic mobility of a fluid
droplet was compared with mobility measurements on oil drops, and also drops in
aqueous two-phase systems. Results from the implicit formula for the temperature
at the inner wall of an electrophoresis capillary are compared to estimates of the
temperature based on experimental data regarding electrical input and current for
different mechanisms for cooling the capillary.
The various approximate solutions derived herein are compared against numerical
solutions in order to test their accuracy of solutions to the models. A wide variety
of numerical methods for solving differential equations are used, each appropriate
for nonlinear problems, including the shooting method and orthogonal collocation on
finite elements.
In the last chapter, some ideas for future research based on the present study
are briefly discussed. With the results and the ideas presented, it is hoped that the
problems considered here are timely and the results satisfactory and provocative.
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2.

2.1.

THE ELECTROKINETIC MODEL OF A FLUID DROP

Background

A powerful tool in the analysis of the interface between two media is to observe the
electrokinetic behaviour of particles or drops of one of the two media suspended in the
other. Water-based media are particularly intriguing, due to the effect of electrolytes.
Well-established theories exist for elect rophoresis of solid particles suspended in wa
ter and for liquids whose electrostatics are simple or trivial compared to those of
water, such as mercury or paraffin oil. When both media are fluids that support elec
trolytes, the behaviour is understandably more complicated, due to the non-trivial
electrostatics within as well as without the drop interior.
Indeed, some very interesting experimental observations have been made regard
ing electrophoresis of drops in an aqueous two-phase system. For example, Brooks
et al. [8] prepared a dispersion of drops and noticed that (i) electrophoretic mobility
appears to be linearly-dependent on the size of the drop, for drops up to about 15
microns in diameter, (ii) when the phases are reversed, that is when the drop phase
in one experiment is made to be the bulk phase in another, the sign of the mobility is
reversed, and (iii) the sign of the mobility is opposite the sign of the interphase poten
tial difference. These observations have also been made elsewhere [43]. Observation
(i) is in contrast to observed behaviour of solid particles, for which mobility increases
with size only for drops of diameter less than one micron before leveling off. Ob
servation (ii) suggests the possibility of a electrostatic dipolar interface, perhaps due
to the adsorption of adsorbed dipolar molecules on the interface. Therefore, unlike
a dispersed phase for which the interior electrostatics are trivial, there is an interior
surface potential and potential profile, generally distinct from the exterior one. Ob
servation (iii) suggests that if indeed there is a dipole moment at the interface, that
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the interphase potential difFerence may not have much influence on the mobility.
Much theoretical study has been done, mostly concentrating on the effects of
surface, or zeta potential, of the dispersed phase, and ionic strength of the solute,
the latter of which is manifested by an electrical double-layer, on the electrophoretic
mobility of a particle or drop. For example, Henry [20] derived an expression for
the mobility of a non-conducting spherical particle, valid for small values of the Cpotential. Ohshima, Healy, and White [41] also derived a mobility expression for
the solid particle, but for a thin double-layer. There have been several studies on
mobility of a conducting drop such as mercury. Frumkin and Levich [29] derived an
expression that is valid for thin double-layers but does not consistent with established
results for a solid particle as the viscosity of the drop becomes large. Ohshima,
Healy, and White [42] did numerical and thin double-layer and small ^-potential
analyses for a mercury drop, with the assumption that the drop suspended in water
is ideally-polarizable. Booth [5] formulated a mobility for a drop whose interior as
well as exterior supports an electrolyte. The analysis is based in part on the premise
that the drop and continuous phases are ohmic conductors and that dipoles may
exist at the interface, causing a jump in equilibrium potential. In addition, that
analysis is limited to small zeta potentials. All these results reduce to the wellknown Smoluchowksi formula [48] for the electrophoretic mobility of a solid particle
in the limits of small ^-potential, and thin double-layer. In this case, the mobility is
independent of particle size. Levine [30] too employed surface dipoles in his analysis,
in which unlike the Booth model, the interface is completely polarizable. This yielded
an heuristic result that shows drop mobility increasing with the drop size, but failed
to account for interfacial current. This analysis was based on small zeta potentials
and thin double-layers. Baygents and Saville [2] offered numerically-derived results
to a model that accounts for current across the drop surface, but considered only the
case that the equilibrium potential is continuous at the interface. The double-layer
and electrokinetic theory, and some of the important results can be found in various
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texts [1, 23, 37, 45].
The model used here is very similar to that of Baygents and Saville [2], differing
in that surface dipoles are accounted for. The analysis is based on small interfacial
potentials and small interphase potential difference, with no restriction on the size
of the electrical double-layer. It distinguishes itself from other past treatments in
several ways. As opposed to Booth's treatment, the drops are taken to be ionic as
opposed to oliniic conductors. Also, surface excesses of solute ions are included in
the model. This consideration is borne out of classical thermodynamics [1], and was
included in the model of Baygents and Saville but not included in the generation of
their numerical results. Unlike the model of Levine, it is allowed that current - in the
form of the ionic species - can pass through as well as within the interface.
Although the analysis is based on small surface potentials — that is, only a
few millivolts — it will be seen that the results are accurate (when compared to
a numerically-derived solution of the model) for potentials of moderate values, and
account for a wide variety of behaviour. For example, it will be seen that the mobil
ity changes sign when the parameters for the two phases are interchanged, and that
the sign of the mobility is less effected by the interphase potential difference than
the orientation of the interfacial dipole. In addition, in the case of a non-conducting
drop the results show size dependence on mobility through larger sizes than for a
solid particle, with mobility eventually leveling off as the drops become larger. The
algebraic form also reduces to results of aforementioned studies [5, 20] for different
limiting cases of the physical parameters.

2.2.

The Conservation Laws

Here is followed the electrokinotic model of Baygents and Saville [2], which is a more
generalized version of some previously published models. A contrast is made with the
model for a mercury drop [42], since the mercury/water interface has been treated
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as ideally polarizable', and so does not allow electric current to cross the phase
boundary.
The model is described as follows: The drop phase (interior) and the host phase
(exterior) are each electrolytic. The two phases may differ in viscosity and electric
permittivity, each of which is taken to be constant within each phase. It is not as
sumed that the conductivity of each medium is constant. See FIG 2.1 for some detail.
The physical parameters relevant to the analysis are in that figure, will be defined
as needed, and also appear in Appendix C. Corresponding parameters exist for the
interior of a drop will be denoted with overbars. At equilibrium, the drop is spherical.
Surface charge (and/or dipoles) induce a charge cloud adjacent to the exterior and
interior surface (double-layer) and the ions in each phase have a Boltzmann distri
bution, with the densities settling to their bulk values. In the bulk, the phases are
electrically neutral. Inside the drop, the ions do not necessarily attain their bulk
densities. If the interior fluid attained its bulk properties - and in general those bulk
properties are different than those of the exterior - the potential would settle to the
interphase potential difference, A^. The model allows for electric current both across
and within the interface.
A uniform externally-applied electric field E^o will cause migration of the drop
with velocity Ue, as well as circulation of fluid surrounding and within the drop. For
the drop sizes considered here, the Reynolds number will be sufficiently low that the
fluid motion is treated as Stokes flow.
Here is given the model in dimensionless form. A conversion to the dimensional
form can be made via TABLE 2.1, which will also be referred to in the evaluation
of the mobility results for experimental parameters. In addition, one can observe in

TABLE 2.2 a list of dimensionless groups that aid in the analysis. A description of
the model in dimensional form appears in [2].
In each of the two phases, the conservation of momentum, mass, and current are
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accounted for. viz.
-S7p =

- V X V X u,

(2.1)

V - u = 0,

(2.2)

and
V • (Pe un'= where u,

- CJ V V#) = 0;

A; = 1, 2,..., TV,

(2.3)

and p are the fiuid velocity, electric potential, and pressure, respectively.

denotes the number density, and ui^ is the ionic mobility of the kth ion type of the
system. The A:th ion type has a valence of

and there are N types of ions in the

solution. Pe is a Peclet number. In the ion conservation equation can be seen the
mechanisms for ionic transport, namely convection and electrochemical gradients, the
latter encompassing Browniau motion and electromigration.
The Poisson equation for charge regulation is also included.

N

(2.4)
Analogous equations exist for the interior. For clarity, the corresponding variables
will be expressed with overbars. The radius of the drop is denoted by a, and k is the
inverse of the Debye length, which is the characteristic length scale of the exterior
electrical double-layer around the interface. See TABLE 2.2 for its definition.
At the interface, there is also the conservation of current, viz.

—Vs
• (Pe
u r* - wfr' - z'urfr^Vs*)^
n ur
^
+

(2.5)

Pe u
— (Pe un'^ —

— z^uj'^n'^V^) • n = 0,

A- = 1. 2,...,
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where

denotes the surface density of the kth ion type, and

is the surface mobility

of that type, n represents the unit normal vector outward from the interface. The
first line of (2.5) accounts for the current within the interface, and the remaining part
for the current through it. The subscript S on the differential operator indicates a
surface gradient, and accordingly on variables and parameters indicates their surface
values.
The charge regulation at the interface is
AT

-V# • n +-Vi • n =

(2.6)
fc—1

where e and e are the relative permittivities of the exterior and interior media, re
spectively.
Interfacial density
density

of bulk solutes are taken to be linearly related to volume

at the interface, viz.
r''= K'^nl = fc

where

- 1, 2,..., iV,

(2.7)

and A'*' are the adsorption coefficients.

Continuity of velocity is also taken into account, viz.

u = u.

(2.8)

as well as an interfacial stress balance
(Sn + Sm) • n — (S.v + Sm) • n + 7(Vs • n)n + Vs7 = 0,

(2.9)

where S n and S m represent the Newtonian and Maxwell stress tensors. 7 is the
interfacial tension, scaled on the (constant) equilibrium surface tension, 70, and is
given by
N

Vs7 = -aft ^ i^'^VsUg.
A;=l

(2.10)
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Conditions in the far field (r —> oo) are
_V$ —^ i

(2.11)

U

(2.12)

-//el.

(2.13)

Vp —> 0

N' ~T NJOL

(2.14)

A = 1,2,., JV,

where lie is the scaled electrophoretic mobility of the drop,

is the unit vector in the

direction of the applied field. The negative sign in the far-field velocity reflects that
the frame of reference is the center of the drop.
Finally, since the phases are electrically neutral in the bulk,

(2.15)
2.3.

Expansion of the Model

As is common in applications, it is held in this model that the characteristic field
in the electrical double-layer is considerably larger than the applied field. With the
potential in the double-layer characterized by kn'Tje at equilibrium, the scaled applied
field ^ = aeEoo/ksT is introduced, with a representing the drop radius, e the charge
of a proton,

the strength of the applied field, A'B the Boltzmann constant, and

T the (constant, room) temperature. This parameter is then considerably smaller
than unity, which is to say that the imposit ion of the applied field brings but a small
perturbation of the equilibrium electrostatics. This allows for the expression of the
dependent variables as expansions based on orders of /3, viz.
$ — $0 +

-t- . . . ,

(2.16)
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+ RIFL + Pn\ + . . . ;

k = 1,2

iV,

(2.17)

u = ;iui + . . . :

(2.18)

r — Tq + pvi + . . .

(2.19)

and similarly for the interior variables. <I>o and other variables with the zero subscript
are the values at equilibrium, that is in the absence of an applied field. The velocity
of course, is zero at equilibrium, and so its leading term is of 0{P). The ion densities
Uq here denote the disturbance from the bulk values

due to the existence of an

electrical double-layer at equilibrium.
This expansion is useful in finding approximate solutions based on a small interfacial potentials, as well as those based on an expansion for thin double-layers.
For the analysis, the pressure, p, need not be considered, as it appears only in
the normal stress balance. Because the system is inertialess, the drop will retain its
spherical shape through 0(/3), making the normal stress balance superfluous [51].

2.3.1.

0(1) Equations — Equilibrium Electrostatics

The relevant balance laws in leading order are those of charge regulation.
N

(2.20)

and ion balances,
u'V-[V{nl + 4 ) + z'{nl + 4)V^o] = 0.

k = l,2,...,N,

(2.21)

with an analogous representation for the interior of the drop. In the far-field, the
variables tend to their bulk values, thus as the distance r from the center of the drop
goes to infinity,
$0-^0

(2.22)
Wo - > 0 ,

k = l,2,...N.
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At the drop center (r = 0), continuity dictates that

(2.23)
^ = 0,
dr

k = l,2,...N.

At the interface (r = 1), charge regulation reads
d^o , ed^o

xXT'infe

(n OA\

k=\

where Fq relates to the volume densities of solutes as in (2.7).
In solving the leading-order system, the interfacial potentials C E and

will be

treated as prescribed parameters. These potentials are dimensionless, scaled as in
dicated in TABLE 2.1. These potentials are taken to be at the interface proper, as
opposed to the zeta potential in the Gouy-Chapman model of a double-layer, which
has a zeta potential distinct from the surface, or Stern potential [1, 23]. With the
zeta potentials prescribed, surface charge density would then be determined via (2.24).
One can alternatively prescribe the surface charge density and the jump in the po
tential at the interface. Interfacial potentials would then be recovered from (2.24). In
fact, this approach is used in Chapter 4 when comparing the drop mobility formula
to experimental measurements.
The leading-order equations will reduce to the charge regulation equation (2.20)
with #0 as the only dependent variable, and is further simplified by spherical symme
try. However, the problem remains quite challenging due to the nonlinearity of (2.20).
In the next chapter, an approximate solution to the equilibrium model is shown for
small interfacial potentials, and another, based on thin double-layer analysis.

2.3.2.

0(/3) Equations — The Mobility Problem

The applied electric field disturbs the equilibrium ion distributions, and fluid motion
is generated. As has been pointed out [51], at 0(/5) the drop migrates but its spherical
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shape remains intact. It is thus at this order that the electrophoretic mobility of the
drop is solved.
The governing laws are, for charge regulation
N

(2.25)
ion balances
Pe ui • V(n^ + ng) -

- z^'co^V • [(n^ + ng)V$i + ntV#o] = 0;
(2.26)

momentum balance
0 = -Vpi + (V-<l>o)V$i + (y^$o)V$, + (V2#i)V$o - V

X

V

X Ui,

(2.27)

and continuity

V • UI = 0,

(2.28)

with analogous equations for the interior of the drop.
Because of axisymmetry (with respect to the direction of the applied field), the
model can be expressed in terms of the radial variable, r and 6, the angle between
the position r and the 2-axis. Accordingly, the velocity u is resolved into radial
component u and angular component v .
The interfacial boundary conditions thus read, for tangential stress balance
rftPo
I d u i + r 0 '/f
f VA
i\
' ' 1 d^Q
r do ' dr \ r J
r dr 0 0
N

r e dr

89

r

^
k=l

jjL r 1
i dui
fvi\
Zx
dui
. d (f v i
/i
r 89 ^ ^ d r \ r /
.

(2.29)

89

continuous velocity

•ui(l, 9) — u i { l , 9) = 0
(2.30)
Ul(l,0) = Vi(l,0),
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charge regulation
i
dr

e d^i
i
e dr

N

(2.31)

UK

k=l

continuity of electric field
(5$i

(2.32)

and interfacial ion balance
ud^Q

, I.

f. y ] 1

dr

_ud^()
/—h
—lc\
^ l - ^ + i^oo + ^o)

or
d

(«/,•) /• sin 0 0 9

dr

(2.33)

sin 9 Petiirt- 4 (?Ei
I ^ +, z"r
89
r \ 89
k = l,2,...,N.

The far-field (r —)• oo) conditions are
$1 —)• —r COS0,
u i —> —fie cos 9 ,

(2.34)
vi

—/iesin^,

.1--. 0;
v!\

= l, 2 , . . . , i V .

The first of these conditions is simply that the electric field is purely the applied field
far from the drop. The second is that the velocity of the fluid (relative to the center
of the drop) is the velocity of the drop, which in the scaled system is the mobility.
The last is that the concentration of each ion species far from the drop is that of the
bulk value n^, and so the disturbance from the equilibrium value goes to zero.
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At the center of the drop (r = 0)

ii = o,
= 0,
nt = 0 ;

(2.35)
k=l,2,...,N.

Introducing the Ionic Potentials
It has been shown [38] that combining the dependent variables of concentration
and mobility greatly simplifies the electrokinetics problem. The ionic potentials are
defined as
? ( r , 9) = - z ' i n l + nl)

6) +

A-= 1 .2

iV,

(2.36)

and similarly for the interior.
The only dependent variables are now those of velocity and ionic potential. They
are separated according to
2
uAr, 9) = — h i i r ) cos9,
r
Vi{r,9) = --^[rhi{r)]sm9,
r ar
$i(r, 9) = (f)^{r) cos 9]

(2.37)

k = 1.2,..., N.

hi is the radial dependence of the stream function, (f)^ will be referred to as the ionic
potential for each ion species, k.
The electrokinetic problem is now reduced to a set of

+ 1 ordinary differential

equations in r

2dS
2^.
-tP +
- ~^4>i drr
r dr

d(t)\
Pv d<i\,hi
+ 2—^^ = 0;
dr dr
dr r

k = l,2, . . . , N

2.38
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for the ion balances, and
^
(Pr

4 (f^hi _ 4 ( f h i
r d?r

{aKf
r rfr

= 0

°°

°

^

(2.39)

for the momentum balance.
The interfacial conditions now read, for stress balance
(2.40)
k=l

ion balances
- z'u'-lnl + nlAl) +
dr
2
Pe
aK

+ fij)^(l)
dr
(2.41)

+ n;)^(l) - z'wsK'inl +
dr
k = l,2,...,N,

continuity of velocity
hi{l) = h{l)=0
dhi
_^
dr ^ ^ " dr ^

(2.42)

and continuity of electric field
^t(l) = ^^(l);

k = l ,2, . . . , N .

(2,43)

In the far-field,

</>! —f r;
u

k = 1,2,..., N,
(2.44)

1

and at the drop center
= 0;
/ii = 0

d'^hi = 0.
d'^r

k = l,2, . . . , N

(2.45)
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This is the system of equations that will be treated in Chapter 4. It is noted that
the system (2.38) -• (2.45) is linear. What makes it challenging to solve are the cou
pling of the exterior and interior electrokinetics via the interfacial ion balance (2.41),
and that the electrokinetics are so heavily dependent on the equilibrium electrostat
ics. In many cases of interest, it is a highly nonlinear problem, and that is the subject
of the next chapter.
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FIGURE 2.1. Definition sketch.
TABLE 2.1. Characteristic scales used in making the governing equations dimensionless

Name

Characteristic Scale

Radial distance
knT

Electric potential
Velocity

eeojkBTf

Electrophoretic mobility

eepkBT
jjLe

Pressure

eeojksTy
(ea)2

Ion mobility

(Jo
N

Volumetric ion concentration

EL
k=l

N

2„k
^oo

Interfacial ion concentration
Surface charge density
Surface tension

k—l
K(i,(k]]T
e
70
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TABLE 2.2. Dimensionless Constants

Name
Reynolds number
Scaled field

Expression

Symbol

pUa

Re

(xaEoQ
k^T

/?

Capillary number

Ca

Peclet number

Pe

Scaled radius

aK

ae^jo
eepk^T
HOjQe^
a\

tfohiT
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3.

3.1.

EQUILIBRIUM ELECTROSTATICS OF A FLUID DROP

Introduction

In the expansion of the electrokinetic system (2.16) - (2.19), it is noted that the only
nonlinear problem is that of the equilibrium electrostatics. As such, this leadingorder problem provides its own difficulty, and the success with which this difficulty
is met has great bearing on one's ability to work successfully with the mobility, or
0(/3) problem. Here, the leading-order problem — the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
— is written and give two approximate solutions are derived. First are shown ap
proximations for small iriterfacial potentials, known as the Debye-Hiickel formulas. In
addition, a thin double-layer analysis is applied to determine a matched asymptotic
expansion. This method is an extension of a strained-coordinate method applied by
Natarajan and Schecter [35] to the exterior problem, which is employed to third-order
for both the interior and exterior potentials. The results are summarized in a paper
by Erker and Baygents [17] which appears here in Appendix D. In that paper, there
was also applied a rescaling technique used by Ohshima, Mealy, and White [40] to
determine estimates for the interior potential and for the interfacial charge density of
the drop. Here is provided the derivation of estimates given by the strained coordinate
method, in greater detail than in the article [17].
Recall that the possibility of a jump in interfacial potential is considered, with
distinct interior and exterior surface potentials, denoted as $(1) and #(1). In F ig 3.1,
hypothetical potential profiles of the drop for the interior and exterior are shown. At
equilibrium, the interior and exterior problems are decoupled, thus the problems may
be solved independently. Following are the analytic estimates will be derived, based
on small interfacial potentials and thin double-layers. In the latter case, the complete
derivation for the interior problem will be shown, with an explanation of how one
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derives the exterior approximations in an analogous way.

3.2.

The Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

At equilibrium, or leading order, spherical symmetry reduces the governing equations
to ordinary differential equations in the radial variable r. The ion balance is then
integrated and the Boltzmann distribution of ions in the double-layer is seen, v i z .
+

=

exp(-/$o),

(3 .1)

A- = 1,2,

and
+"o =

- AW)],

A: = 1,2,... ,iV,

(3.2)

for the exterior and interior phases, respectively.
The charge regulation, or Poisson-Boltzmann equation, in spherical coordinates
reads
, 2 9$o
r ~^' "

^

k k
(
k,u \
2^ '- "oc.exp{-z $o),

fo 0 \

(3.3)

with boundary conditions
^o (1)

= Ce,

(3.4)

lim $o(r) = 0.
r—^oo

(3.5)

And for the interior,
+
^

J2-'
^

AvI')].

(3.6)

k=l

The potential Ce is the scaled surface potential on the exterior side of the interface,
that is
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Before writing the boundary conditions for the interior problem, the substitution
^0 = io - AW.

(3.8)

is made. Thus (3.6) now reads
e

+ r

exp(-2;^Wo)-

(3-9)

The boundary conditions for the interior are
Wo(l) = Ci,

(3.10)

W'(0) = 0.

(3.11)

Ci is the (scaled) potential at the interior side of the interface, #(1), minus the
interfacial potential difference AW. That is
- '*'/') =

^

(3.12)

Kb I

The potentials Sip and AW each represent the interphase potential difference, in di
mensional and scaled form, respectively.
The charge regulation at the interface is

k=l

Because the interfacial potentials are specified as boundary conditions, the surface
charge density must relate to these potentials and the specific and non-specific ad
sorption of ions to ensure that the charge regulation condition is satisfied. Recall the
linear adsorption expression for surface densities of solutes (2.7), which at equilibrium
reads
r; = K'ini + nS) =

+ nS);

t = 1,2,..., A^.

(3.14)
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Now are introduced the surface, or Gibbs excesses, Tq of solutes
TG — r j +

i:

dr

(3,15)

rl
+ aK^ I

1 — e'

-z'=^o('')

dr}

k = l,2, . . . , N .

Jo

The surface excesses account for the difference between the numbers of solutes specif
ically and non-specifically adsorbed to the interface and and what their actual pop
ulations in the system. Combining these last two expressions gives the adsorption
coefficients, K''
K" =

I _ g-2:*=#O(R)

<1 ^ + a n
n?

dr
(3.16)

/>!

/

1 _ ^-z''^o{r)

-f- a n ^ I

dr >

k = 1,2,

,iV

Jo

The charge regulation (3.13) is now expressed as The charge regulation at the interface
is
N

''*"(1) + -^(1) = aK^2''7f'nJ„exp(-z'CE)dr
k=l

(3.17)

It is noted that

(3.18)
fc=l

which means that the net charge of surface excesses of solutes is zero. This is to say
that the surface excesses contribute no net charge to the interface.

3.3.

Small Interfacial Potentials

For small potentials CE and

, the Poisson-Boltzmann equations can be linearized,

viz.

(i^$o

2 (i$o

dr

r dr

= (an) $0,

(3.19)
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and
€ f
2 (W'o\
/
A^+;IRJ =
^

,.2

k-k if,

'

/q on^
'
'

k

The equation for the interior simplifies to
^2^0 , 2M'o
, .2,
= (A«)'^O,
dr
r dr

(3.21)

where the aR is the radius scaled by the interior Debye screening length, defined
analogously to that of the interior (see TABLE 2.2).
The solutions to (3.19) and (3.21) are well-known and referred to as the DebyeHiickel approximations, viz.

4.W = CE{^5^E!Z^^^}

(3.22)

T / N
^
sinh(a/tr)
^0 0 = -r-rT-T
-•
smh(aK)
r

(3-23)

and

The derivatives of the potential are easily computed, but they will be expressed here
anyway, since they are important:
d$o
dr

d^o
dr
3.4.

=

. /
1
—j a AC H— j ,
'\
r

W

-

N

a n coth(aK r)

(3.24)

1

r

(3.25)

Thin Double-Layer Analysis

There have been many treatments of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for thin doublelayers. The simple case of a flat surface bounding an electrolyte is well-known. For
the electrostatic profile of an electrolyte surrounding a sphere, several analyses have
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been done that provide analytic estimates to the nonlinear problem, including [40]
and [35]. Like those, consideration is limited to a z-2; electrolyte.
The Poisson-Boltzmann equations for a z-z electrolyte are

or

2tM>(,
2siiih2;#o
= OK —
r or
z

/o
(3.26)

and
92^0 , 29^0
, _ gsinhz^o
^
= W
•
or
r or
z
<i>o and ^0 are the equilibrium potentials for which will be solved, and

07^
(3-27)
2;

is the valence

of the cation of the electrolyte.
Because the right hand side, which gives the volume charge density, is a nonlinear
function of the dependent variable <I>o or *I'o. the differential equation is nonlinear,
and an exact analytical solution is not hoped for. However, taking into account two
limiting cases will be seen to give highly accurate estimates. First are examined the
electrostatics far from the drop interface, where the electrolyte is essentially neutral.
The electric potential is therefore small and the differential equation linear. In ad
dition, for reasonably high dielectric constants of the fluid (water, for example), the
characteristic length scale of the electric field is much smaller than the size of the drop.
The electrostatics then closely resemble those near a fiat interface. While in this case
the governing equation remains nonlinear, the scaling according to the thinness of
the double layer renders the problem tractable to analytic approximation methods.
Thus, there will be two approximate solutions each for the exterior and interior: one
away from the interface and one near it. The principles of matched asymptotics will
be used to help determine those solutions.
In this section, the interior problem is treated, with the scaling given and the
matched asymptotic solution derived. The method for the exterior problem is analo
gous and the results are stated thereafter.
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Method of Strained Coordinates
To approximate the interior problem 3.27, 3.8, a method that was applied to the
exterior problem 3.19, 3.5, is used. The method is described in the excellent book
by Van Dyke [54], and is called the strained coordinate method. To describe it as
it is applied here, it is noted that because the double-layer is thin, the interface
appears flat from a perspective in the double-layer. Indeed, in the limit that the
dimensionless parameter aR, goes to infinity, the interface is flat.

In this case, the

nonlinear problem has a closed-form solution. An approximate solution is made by
adding to the flat-interface solution terms multiplied by successive powers of 1/aR,
or GK for the corresponding exterior problem.
The proper length scale for the interior problem in the double-layer is the Debye
length,

which for a z-z electrolyte is given by
2e^z'^Cr^
eeok^T

(3.28)

where Cqo is the bulk concentration of the anions and cations. By a thin double-layer,
it is meant that the Debye length is small compared to the radius of the drop, viz.
^

— <1.
aK

In the dimensionless system, the dimensionless parameter S is the characteristic length
scale of the double-layer. Far from the interface, the characteristic length scale is
the drop radius, a, or in the dimensionless system, unity.

The disparate length

scales of the problem indicate that matched asymptotic expansions should be use to
approximate solutions near to and far from the drop interface. Such an approximation
will be generated via the strained coordinate method.
To start, the simpler problem for the electrostatics far from the interface is solved.
This problem is called the "outer" problem in the parlance of matched asymptotics.
It is pointed out that although when the region deep inside the drop is referred to, the
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word outer is applicable in the sense that it is far from the boundary layer, or "inner"
layer, which is the region (near the interface) where the solution varies rapidly. For
the exterior problem, the outer region is indeed the region far outside the drop.
Far from the interface in the interior, the electrostatic potential should be very
close to the interphase potential difference

and so the variable Wo is small enough

to justify the linearization of the problem 3.9. The solution then reads
, ,
Y
sinhiaRr)
^out r = . , , .
^
^
smh(a«:)
r

.

3.29)

where Y is an as-of-yet undetermined constant of integration called the reduced surface
potential for the interior. This solution is easily seen to satisfy the condition at the
drop center, but the interfacial boundary condition (\I'o(l) = A) must not be used to
determine F, since again this solution is not appropriate near the interface (unless, as
noted earlier, A is itself small). To determine Y and thus complete the outer solution,
an inner solution Wjn, must be generated, which will in turn be partly determined by
matching it with the outer solution.
To begin generating the inner solution, first rescale the inner, or double-layer
region
X=

1— r

(3.30)

0

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the interior now reads

d^l
dx

25 dW;
•m
1 — 8 dx

sinh^in

(3.31)

Note that when 6 is zero, that is when the double-layer is infinitely thin, the problem
is considerably simpler, and is in fact integrable, with solution
2:#in = 4tanh^(pe

p = tanh(Ci/4).

(3.32)
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In general, the parameter 5 is not zero, and for a small value of it, this "flat-interface"
solution can be adjusted by making an expansion of the coordinate x, viz.
X — s

Sq:i(s) -f- S^q;2(s) -f- 5^03(s) -f- ...,.

(3.33)

This is unlike conventional perturbation schemes in the sense that the independent
variable is expanded with respect to the perturbation parameter. The new variable
s is called the strained coordinate. (Overbars will not be used in this variable, even
though it is distinct from the corresponding exterior strained coordinate. The reason
for this is simply to avoid a mess.) The functions oii{s) are called straining functions.
With the change in variable (3.33), the Poisson-Boltzmann is changed according
to the changes in derivatives, viz.
ds
ds dx^

dx
(P'^o
d?x

d'^o (Ps
ds d?x

/ ds
d?-x \dx

where
-

-

^ =

S

d^x

~ a;] + P [2a;4 - { & [ ) ' - ay ,

—Sa" + 6^(3a'ia" — a'^) -f-

-f- ?>a'[a'2 + 3(5'^a" — 03] ,

(3.34)

(3.35)

and
ds^ ^
^_ I

1 - 26a[ +

[3(tt;)2 -

[-4(a'i)^ + Ga'^a'^ - 2a'.J\ .

(3.36)

Substituting these derivatives into (3.21) and grouping terms according to orders
in 5, generates a hierarchy of differential equations. The leading-order equation is, as
it should be, the flat-plate equation

dll
• in
ds

sinh
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with solution
= 4tanh'(pf ~'^),

p = tanh(Ci /4).

(3.38)

With the noiilinearity occurring at leading-order, the higher-order equations are
all linear, which is quite common in perturbation solutions to nonlinear differential
equations. At orders i = 1, 2, and 3, the equations read

a'iis) - 2g(s)a-(s) = ri(,s),

(3.39)

ri(s) = -2,

(3.40)

r^is) = -a'lai' - a'l - 2s,

(3.41)

where

and
r3(s) = af ( ^ — 1 ) — 2q;i — Aa\s — 2s^ 4-

+ 2).

(3.42)

The expressions for fj will become explicit as the solution at each order is worked
out.
Solving the differential equation (3.39) is straightforward, but becomes increas
ingly tedious as one goes further along in the hierarchy.
To solve, first is found the integration factor
n{s) = exp

—2

I q(s)ds
JS

p^e
(1 — p2e-2s)2

(3.43)

Thus,
(3.44)

+

Cl
ix{s)'

(3.45)
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and
(3.46)
m(C) ./f

A /^(6

The constants ci and C2 will be chosen so as to satisfy the condition that aj(0) = 0
and to ensure that no terms in a, grow exponentially with ,s, which would render the
inner solution ^in unmatchable to the outer solution ^'„ut.
With
ri(s) = -2,

(3.47)

the solution to the first correction to the flat-plate potential is

(3.48)
and

(3.49)

ai(s) = s - y(1 - ire
Plugging this solution into (3.41) gives
r 2 { s ) = — (1 — 3/r'e ^•')(1 — p^e

— 2s,

(3.50)

with solutions

(3.51)

X 3(1 — ^2^-2s\
p e

ln(l — p'^e
p2e"2s

- ln(l - j r e ^®) + 2s

and
«2(s) =Y + s +

-

1

2p2(l - /e

- P') + ^
ln(l — t )

^ Jp'^e~

dt.

+ ^^(1 - e ^')
TP'P
^ ln(l - /e-2^)

(3.52)
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Now, while it is regrettable that the integral that appears in (3.52) has no closed
form solution, to compute it numerically is much simpler than computing the exact
solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.
Plugging the first and second order solutions and their derivatives into (3.42) gives
, ^2/1 — ^2„-2s\
— 2 s — 2 s ^2 +p''^(l
p^e ^®) - 4s-(l — j/e

rs(s) — — (1 —p^e

. -2.^2 , (1 + 3 3(1 - fe-'y +
p^e" •2s

\ji{l-p^e-^') + 2s{l-p'e-'')

(3.53)

X (1 + 3^6-'^)

a^(s) = + s

3p4g 4s _ gp2g

2s _|_ p2g 2s

__ ^2g

2s^

ln(l—pe
7^2
p^e ~2s

)

p'^e-^'
1
+
. „ +3
1 — p2g-2s
2 _ p2g-2s
•2 -2s\ , /e 2s

5p6g 66--2(j+liip)ln(l-pV'")

(3.54)
2
+

+

2

2

+ i (1 + 1Ve-- - Zfe-'-] In (l - fe-")
(1 — i?e 2®) (4 + llp^e
~ 3i?^e ^'*) In (1 — p^e ^^)
4p2e- •2s

44

and
«3(s) =y + y (3 + fe
3 f , 9
- — 4- ~p €""•
2
2
Y
^2„-2s-\
In (1 —
2p^e' 2s

^T2^-2s
3. 4, re
In (1 — p^e ^®)
p^e
r
2

63
p2 (1 _ g-2.) ^
8- V
^
4'

+

(1 — p^e

4

12^ ^

(4 + llp^e
— 3j^e
8p2g-2s

(3.55)

In (1 — p^e

(1 - p2)(l + 17p2 _ 3p4) ln(l _ ^2)

+

ypS

- Q + ln p

1 p'^

In i ln(l — f)

t

,

——(i t — 1

t
-—

-d i

5/
^ Jp2e-

Now, having the straining functions a i for i — 1,2,3, it is now necessary to
transform the solution back into the scaled radial variable x. If x is expanded as in
(3.33), then it can be said that s can be expanded in x , v i z .
S = X + S^i{x) + S'^P2ix) + S^P^ix) + . . . , .

(3.56)

Substituting (3.56) into (3.33) yields
x

=x + 6Pi{x) + Pp{x) + S^P(x)
+ 6oii(^x + 5^1 H" PP2)
+ 5 Q2{X

5/01) + 5 a^{x)

(3.57)
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Now, the functions ojj can be expanded as Taylor series. For example,
{ x 4- S ^ i { x ) 4- PP2{x))
a»(x)
= a,{x) + a[(x){m + P h ) + - ^ ( W i +i ' M The straining functions 612 and 612 are expanded accordingly. The expansions are all
made in (3.57), and after multiplying out, terms in like powers of 5 are collected up
to order 3, and thus

h{x) = -a[{x)^i{x) - a2{x),

(3.59)

h { ^ ) = - ^ ' i { x ) h { x ) - a'2{:Jc)lii[x) - ] ^ 6 i [ { x ) ' ^ l { x ) - Q;3(3:).
The solution for the potential is The inverse straining functions ^5^,« = 1, 2, 3, is (3.32),
with (3.56) and (3.59).
The Solution in the Exterior
As mentioned, the solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the exterior
equilibrium problem has been computed with the same method by Natarajan and
Schecter [35], through 0{5^). The solution is derived in the same manner as for the
interior, with
X = —r—,

(3.60)

0

where S is the dimensionless Debye length, or I /u k . The strained coordinate s is
defined in analogous fashion, and thus is derived a solution of the form
$0 =:

4tanh~^(pe~'')
—
,
z

, /t , .
p = tanh(CE/4),

,
.
(3.61)

and the hierarchy of differential equations is
«"(«)-2g(s;p)a-(s) = (-l)Vi(5),

i = l, 2 , 3 , . . . .

(3.62)
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Thus,
ai{s;p) = (-l)'Q!i(s;p),

(3.63)

/3i{s-,p) = { - i y P i { s ] p )

(3.64)

and

3.5.

Comparison with Numerical Solution

The large-aK analytic approximations are compared to numerically-derived solutions,
which are taken to be exact. To solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation numerically, a
collocation method was used [46]. Note that in the accompanying paper in Appendix
D, a shooting method [25] was used in conjunction with a Runge-Kutta method. For
the values of cm considered in that paper, this was adequate. For an values of up
to 100 — which are quite realistic — a collocation method was favorable, though
not ideal. The numerical results will be used for solving the electrokinetic, or 0(/?)
problem.
For the exterior problem, the far-field boundary condition needs to be modified
because the boundary is at infinity. Equation (3.19) is linearized due to to the smallness of the potential far from the interface. The far-field solution should then obey the
relationship given by (3.24). Denoting a far-field point as 6, the following boundary
condition is used:
(3.65)
Experience shows that b — 1 + 20/aK, or 20 double-layers from the interface, is
sufficiently far from the interface to satisfy the condition.
The numerically-derived exterior electrostatics agree with the well-known results
of Loeb, Overbeek, and Wiersema [31] for the exterior potential.
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A comparison is made of the numerical solution and the four solutions that come
from the strained coordinate approximation — that is, the leading order (flat inter
face), and the solutions with the three corrections added successively. In F ig 3.2 is
shown the error in the boundary layer, or inner solution from leading order through
0(5^), for interior and exterior scaled radii an and aR of 10 and scaled interfacial
potentials of 10. Note that while the relative error of the inner solution is quite large,
the potentials beyond the layers (interior and exterior) are so small that perhaps the
absolute error is a more appropriate measure of accuracy. The smallness of this error
even beyond the inner regions indicates that for the electrokinetics equations, these
estimates of the equilibrium potential may be quite useful. This is more strongly
demonstrated in FIG 3.3, where the error in the third-order inner solution is shown
for scaled radii a/c and aR of 100, and interfacial potentials of 8. The maximum error
is seen to be of the order of 5^, which is as small as 10^®.

3.6.

Additional Work

Other analyses based on large a n and a R were made by the author. They are summa
rized in [17], and appear in Appendix D. The asymptotic expansions for the potentials
#0 and ^0 were used for determining the surface charge density according to (3.13).
As will be done in the next chapter, when applying the equilibrium electrostatics to
the mobility problem, the surface charge density will be taken as a free parameter.
T h u s t h e c h a r g e r e g u l a t i o n will d e t e r m i n e t h e interfacial p o t e n t i a l s CE a n d C i .
In addition, another approach was used for determining a thin double-layer esti
mate of potential and surface charge density. In particular, the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation was rescaled according to the functional form of the leading-order potential,
or flat-plate potential. This has the effect of transforming the boundary-layer problem
into a regular perturbation problem, i.e., an asymptotic expansion in this rescaled
coordinate is valid over all space, and so no matching is required. Such a method
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was used by Ohshiina, Healy, and White [40] for the equilibrium potential outside
a sphere. As shown in Appendix D, the same method was applied to the interior.
The exterior and interior results were used to determine an estimate for the surface
charge density. In this analysis, the benefit of a uniformly valid expansion was offset
by the complicated form of the solution. Because of this, only one correction to the
flat-plate potential was generated, and so the approximations are not as accurate as
those generated via the strained coordinate method.
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Exterior

Interior

r

FIGURE 3.1. Plausible equilibrium potential profiles for the drop interior and exterior.
The horizontal axis represents the radial coordinate r, with the interfacial value of
one at the origin. In general, the potentials are discontinuous at the interface.
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4.

4.1.

ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY OF A FLUID DROP

Integral Formulation of the Electrokinetics

Here is derived an integral form of the solution to the electrokinetic equations. They
will prove useful in solving the problem numerically, as well as making analytic esti
mates. They are generalizations of equations derived by Ohshima, Healy, and White
[41, 42].
At order 13, the governing equations are those at the end of Chapter 2, namely
(2.38) and (2.45), for the velocity and ionic potentials, viz.
L[L(/zi)] =- —-^^(^'=)2(n^ + 4)0^(r),
^

r > 1,

(4.1)

^ k=l

and
L[£(S.)] = -^-^f^(z'f(ni, + n;)0{(r),
n r ar k=l
^

r < 1.

(4,2)

where
r

^

\ d .2
\
— — (r < • >)
ar

(4.3)

The equations for ion concentration are
, , ,1,,
t. d%
(/$() (/d ( h ^
„^ Pe hi
/ii \
L(0i) = z
- 2-T-3—- ;
dr V dr
z^lo^ r

,
„
A: = 1,2,.. .,iV,

r > 1,

,
(4.4)

and
r/Ti-x

i. d4\) (dS^

^ Pe hi \

\^

~ ^^

^ ^
'

'

,
'

'

'•

For easy reference, the boundary conditions are now repeated as well. For the far
field:
(/)J(r) -> r;

k = 1,2,.... N,

(4.6a)
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hi{r)

(4.6b)

2/^er

as r —>• oo. At the drop center:
0t(O) = O;

(4.7a)

=

^i(O) = 0,

(4.7b)

(Phi
(0)- 0,
dr"^

(4.7c)

h i ( l ) — h i { l ) — 0,

(4.8a)

and at the interface:

dhi

^(1) -

dhi

(4.8b)

"• W 2 ] + n'o)<Pi{l) = 0,

0t(l) = 0^(l),

(4.8c)

(4.8d)

A;-l,2,...,iV,

z'co'in'^ + 4)^(1) + z'io'inl + 4)^(1)
(4.8e)

2
Pe
OK
where

+ nS) -

+ n'Ml(l)

A: = l,2,...,iV,

the adsorption coefficients for each ion, are

A"' = -cut e

/ " { e x p H ' l i o - A i . ) ] - ! } r dr
J^00 Jo

I

+/

r

dr ,

A; = 1,2,..., iV.

(4.9)
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Integrating the differential equations above, gives the following set of integral
equations:

V-tlO

^-J

(r - ^) (?'{?)

W =F

G'(0 d?

(-6 ^ - 3^ I

- (a,if r ( - ^ +
6
6

1

30C

(4.10)

^

m di

(4.U)

V30r2 ~ "6 ^ "G" ~ 30^

^W) = A'r + ^l (r-^)G'K)rff-v /

/ii(r) =C(r - r^) -

jjL

I \ I G'K)

(4-12)

[ f |^ - ~ |
+ ) F{()
./(, \ 30
6
6

where

(i$o

2Pe /ii(C)'

G'=(6 = (i#o '51 _ 2Pe hi{0'
_
2;'=a}'= ^

(4.14)

(4.15)
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rlS) ^
^K) = -rfT
^ k-1

(•i.ie)

and
/7<5

^

Notice that solution (4.12) satisfies its drop center boundary condition (4.7a). In
addition, equation (4.13) satisfies (4.7b) and that (4.11) and (4.13) satisfy (4.8a).
Applying the continuity of surface tangential velocity (4.8b) and continuity of ionic
potential (4.8d) allows us to eliminate two more constants, viz.

and

fl
_
yk roc
i' = 1 + i?' - - / (1 - 5=)G'(f) if-J J (1 - ?')G'K) de

(4.19)

Those constants are then eliminated to get
W =r| l + B' ^ ~

- e)G>'{() d f j
(4.20)
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and
hi{r) ={r — r^)

6

+ {aK^ ^
/X V20
( \2
— (aK)

Now, the constants

+

12

F{^) dC

12^

-

-fie

—L)

30rV

(4.21)

r^O
—

12

H
(aK)

-

4

r
4

em
ly C

2 /i
ji .L
Jr \
V 330r^
0r2

(^3

6

and fig can be determined from the ion and stress balances.

They can be substituted into the above system, leaving a set of integral equations
from which one can in theory solve to get the 2A^4-2 functions

(r), 0i(r), hi{r), and

hi(r). However, this method is outrageously coruplicated. It turns out to be much
simpler to apply the stress balance (4.8c), saving application of the ion balance to
the very last. Application of the stress balance to the equations for hi and hi gives

h

e + r^

m

+ M !r

6

5

Ji

+

1-

2/i -j- 3/i
1 jJL -\-1
2iji, + 3/i
(anY

r—

({" -

2// + 3//

&=1
and

r+

2/i - 2// \ 1
•Iji + 3/i ) ^
/i
2/i + 3/^7
dl;

e'

Fin) d(
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hi{r) =(r — r^)

'211, + 3/i
N
k=l

_p,{2ii, + 3/i)_

6/i(2/i + 3/L/,)

/X
r
6 ^(2/i + 3/i) }

/i 1
/i SOr^
1 "

"

•

+

6 n

2 /x(2/x + 3/i) J /

These last two equations can be simplified greatly, as

/ii(r) =

(OK)^
+

Hi)

% - 5^' + 5re " r2
^

30

(QK)^
6

4- ""r
+
y/e„

r
3

1
2
15r2; {

/ 2r

a/c

-P-F

25

,

1

F{0 di,

an
h i { r ) = { r - r ) — R , , UK I -P - P 1 - 25
{anY /i
30 /i

+

55' + 5re - M Jp(5) di
'3r^

6

jl

r

1 \

3r

To " 2 ^ ^ ;

+1

F{i) d t

where
^ j - e')

"i?.

(4.22)
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= R
Jo

- ?') m dt

(4.23)

(4.24)

and
R„
^

(4.25)

Ifl + 3/i

The integrals for hi and hi can be expressed more simply by noting that
(4.26)
For brevity, this surface derivative will be denoted as H. The integrals are once more
rewritten, this time as
1
hi{r) = -

+

r
(4.27)

{aK)
A

hir) J-(r'

As

3

15rV C

3

3r2; \

F i i ) rfe,

+ 5r? -0 F(i) di
(4.28)

+

{aKf /i f' \(3r'^
r
1 \ 4 f3r
\ J
[li5--2 + 5;5j^ - ( y - y + V^J

,c
® ^

The above form makes it easy to verify the surface tangential stress balance. Also, it
is noted that this form is easily seen to reduce to the equivalent problem for a rigid
spherical particle.
In integral form, the expression for the electrophoretic mobility is quite simple.
In implementation, the expression will be complicated depending upon the condi
tions imposed as regards values of interfacial potentials, double-layer thicknesses, and
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whether interior electrostatics play a role. Now, recall that the limit of the velocity
in the Hi men si on less system relates to the mobility, as
hi

—)•

f

OO.

taking the limit o f h i / r from (4.27) leads to

where

/ig in the above expression denotes the mobility of a rigid colloidal particle. In the
case of a solid spherical particle, the mobility reduces to (4.30), from which one can
easily recover Henry's formula [20] for small CE (and Smoluchowski's equation in the
limit, of large-a/t) and also the thin double-layer (large-a/?) results of Ohsliirna. Healy,
and White [40].

4.2.

Mobility Formula for Small Interfacial Potentials

The integral equations (4.10), (4.20), (4.27), and (4.28) are a representation of the
electrokinetics problem and are valid for all values of interfacial potentials and double
layer thicknesses. They lend themselves well, however, to approximations based on
small interfacial potentials. Here these equations are used to derive an expression for
the electrophoretic mobility, which linear in the potentials. This derivation begins
with computation of the interfacial ionic potentials. The constants

are eliminated

from the integral equations (4.10) and (4.20), by evaluation of the integrals at r = 1,
leaving

and ^i{l) as the constants whose solution is necessary. To this end, the

interfacial ion balances at 0(/3) are invoked;
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(4.31)
^ A [pe

- z'u'.K'inl + nM{l)] , A: - 1, 2,..., iV

UK,

The derivatives of the ionic potentials are eliminated by having them expressed in
terms of (t>i{l), viz.
^(1) = 3 -

(1) = 4>i{l) +

(1) - z" r G'(0 d{.

(4.32)

1^' ec'io d^-,

(4.33)

Thus is obtained a linear system of equations that will be used to solve for 0^(1) and
^^(1). The system reads
2 Pe

=»';

aK z'^u)'^

k = l,..., N,

(4,34)

where
= 3-

/*oo
/ G'K)
Ji

—/v
-,k —k

rfoo
roo
exp [^'•(CE - CI )1 / f'G''(?) <if;
L
J Jo

(4.35)

k = l.2....,N.
and
= 2+

w"

a n uj^

= l,2,...,iV.

The equations (4.34) and (4.26) provide a linear system for the

(4.36)
+ 1 constants

and the surface velocity H, in which the coupling of the velocity field and
electric potential is obvious.
Now it is begun to solve this system in a way suitable to small potentials CE and
Ci. Formally, this requires expanding the solutions as
H = Ho + CE

+ (iH^^ +0{Q),

(4.37)
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and
^{(l) = <o(l) + CE <5^ (1) + Ci

(1) + 0(Q);

k = l,2,...,N^

(4.38)

The term Q represents quadratic terms in CE and Ci. (Note that all parameters in the
system, namely

/^, and g^, are expanded in the same manner as H and

Now, it is implied by the form of surface velocity H that there is fluid motion
(and hence drop migration) even at zero interfacial potentials.
Note that at this point, the coefficient for the interior electrostatic potential has
not yet been specified. Solving at 0(1) will work for all cases regarding the con
stituents of the interface.
The linear system at 0(1) reads
2 Pe
(4.39)

N

HQ + aKR,Y,z'Kt;0'iJl) = il
The solution to this system is
3a^R„ Ei Z TJ/A'

(4.40)

k= 1,2....,7V

(4.41)

where
U 1.. I
7
uj'^ n'L
an uj'' n'L '

(4.42)

k =1 , 2 , N , i
and

D = l+2PeR„

(4.43)
k
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In general, the expression for H q is not zero, which indicates that there is fluid motion
at the interface, and hence drop migration even when the interfacial potentials are
zero. In most cases of interest, however, Hq does in fact, vanish. This is seen this by
noting: (i) the ion mobility ratios

/{J" are identical for sufficiently low electrolyte

concentrations (they are equal to the ratio ji/jl due to the Stokes-Einstein relations),
with a similar relationship for the ratios of surface mobilities

(ii) for co-ion and

counter-ion pairs the ratios of ion densities n^/n^ for those ion pairs are equivalent,
which is consistent which the electroneutrality condition; and (iii) the condition on
Gibbs surface excess (3.18). All results presented herein are subject to conditions
such that Ho is zero.
In carrying out the expansion, first the linear terms for each function in CE and
Ci are combined, and denoted with a subscript of L. The resulting set of equations is

/ O ' < L ( I )'
an

=

* = 1 . •••> '"V,

k=l
where
2 Pp
= SJ - / M , o ( l ) + —

k = 1.2,...,N,

(4,45)

and

The superscript B denotes that this is the surface velocity derived by Booth [5] The
linear system is easily solved, and

H. = ~

- ANR, G

(4.47)

This is the fluid velocity at the interface for small interfacial potentials. Recall (4.29),
which gives the drop mobility as the sum of this velocity and the mobility for a solid
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particle, and now the expression for drop mobility reads

= H, + ^ ( H ' -

E

J + 5^°

(4.48)

where the colloid mobility /ig is computed from (4.30), and is
—/ig =

{1 + A [1 +

EQ[aK) — 15e"'^£/7(aAc)]} ,

(4.49)

with
N

A=

- 1.

(4.50)

fc=l
It is noted that (4.49) is equivalent to the formula of Henry [20] with the exception
that for the (dimensionless) value of A is one-half in the case that the interior phase
is non-conducting.
To implement this formula for the surface fluid velocity, it is necessary to give
explicit expressions for //" and i?f" :
+ A) 1 - 3

1-r =R,XE A [-6 + SOe^'^EriaK)] -

cotha«
3
^+
aK
(anY

(4.51)
where

It, is noted that when the surface excesses

= H' +

are zero, (4.48) reduces to

,

(4.53)

which is identical to the formula derived by Booth [5], up to the differences in the
constants A and A. Booth defined A as the dipole coefficient of the system, according
to the assumption that both phases are ohmic conductors. In addition, it is noted
that in the limit of a solid, non-conducting interior phase (Hp, = 0, A = 1/2), the
result reduces to Henry's formula.
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It remains to compute i?L from (4.45), in which must be included the linear terms
(in CE and Ci) in (4.10), (4.35), and (4.36). The result is

coth aK
aK

Rt =6^'fE [0;,o(l) - 1] e'-'E,(aK)+3^'-(,
^

[ !+ 2
— ] + z'Ci- f — (cotha s- --aK
aK

aK
Pe

'^oo

2—THO\
CI
UJ"

(aKV

^1,0 (1)

1 r''
f+ e"'^E5(a«)
aK n"OO

+crn'ln?

coth aK
aR

6

(A/C)^

(4.54)
„ coth a At
+ 30{ukY

30

(OK)^,
A: = 1,2,.. .,iV.

The main result is encapsulated by equations (4.48), (4.43), (4.40), (4.51), and
(4.54). The mobility expression here is in its most general form, allowing for situations
that would induce drop mobility even for the case of no surface potential (both sides
of the interface) and no net surface charge.
Given the model, the solution here is quite general with the exception that only
small interfacial potentials are considered. It may seem rather unwieldy considering
it is a linear approximation. Nonetheless, the expression does cover a variety of
previously derived results in limiting cases, and in the algebra is seen the effect of
various physical parameters on the behaviour of the system.

4.3.

Results and Discussion

An advantage of the analytic formula is that it enables one to examine behaviour for
many hypothetical cases. While the form presented here is perhaps too cumbersome
to be implemented on a calculator, it requires only a few lines of computer code - an
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obvious advantage over a numerically-derived solution, which even today's computers
take significantly more time to run. The ease of use of the analytic formula enables
one to test the effects of a wide variety of physical cases, manifested as parameters.
First it will be shown that the analytic solution to be accurate as compared to
the numerical solution, taken to be exact. With confidence in the accuracy of the
formula, the model is then tested — via the formula — against experimental data
that describes drop mobility as a function of drop size. In these cases, the unmeasured
physical quantities are used as fitting parameters.
In all cases considered here, conditions will be such that there is no drop motion
for zero zeta potentials and no net interfacial charge. Thus Hq is zero, which simplifies
the mobility expression somewhat.

4.3.1.

Comparison with Numerical Solution

In all plots where comparisons are made, the numerical solution is that derived by
Baygents and Saville [2]. The method used was orthogonal collocation on finite el
ements [11], and was used for the case of a continuous equilibrium potential at the
interface. In these graphs, the electrolyte in each phase is KCl. In all cases considered
here, the dielectric constants and viscosities of the phases were taken to be identical.
The surface and interior ion mobilities are also taken to be identical to those of the
exterior.
In FIG 4.1 the analytic and numerical solutions are compared. In this case the
equilibrium potential is taken to be continuous at the interface, with a value of 25
mV, which is unity in the dimensionless system. The value of aR was fixed while u k
was allowed to vary. This is tantamount to varying the ionic strength on the exterior
while holding constant that of the interior. Also, several values of surface excesses

Fq were considered. The plots show good agreement, which is especially encouraging
considering that the analysis is based on dimensionless values of CE <C 1. Beyond
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this value, the nonlinearity of the mobility in CE becomes more pronounced and the
solution is less accurate. Nonetheless, for CE up to unity, agreement is close enough to
render the analytic solution to be qualitatively trustworthy. One of those qualities is
that a negative mobility is attained even for a positive CE -potential and no interphase
potential difference

Unlike for a solid particle [20, 40] or perfectly-conducting

drop [42], this outcome should not be surprising. Indeed, circulation patterns of fluid
inside a drop depend on many factors [51]. A profound influence of surface excess of
solute on the mobility is also noted.
In FIGS 4.2 and 4.3, a comparison is made between the approximate mobility
numerically-derived values for various interfacial potentials. The potential was taken
to be continuous at the interface, with values from 0 to 50 mV, which is zero to 2 in
dimensionless form. In each plot, the interior scaled radii an and ah were held con
stant, and there surfaces excesses F q were held to zero. The error becomes substantial
only for dimensionless potentials of unity, further validating the small-^E formula.

4.3.2.

Comparison with Experimental Observations

The mobility formula derived here has been compared to published measurements
of electrophoretic mobility of fluid drops of various sizes.

In one case, the drop

mobility varied with the drop size for relatively small drops (less than 10 microns in
diameter), before leveling off for larger drops, while in another case the mobility varied
linearly with drop size for drops up to 40 microns in diameter. The comparisons are
summarized below.
Comparison with Experimental Observations: Oil Drops in Water
For the limiting case of non-conducting drops, as is the case with many oils, the
mobility formula (4.48) simplifies greatly, as there are no electrostatics to consider
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inside the drop. The resulting expression reads
ane

A comparison of this formula with experimental data of Mooney [34] has been
made. In particular, it is desired to see how the result describes electrophoretic
mobility as a function of drop size. To vary the drop size mathematically, a value
was chosen for surface charge density ps and then computed the C E -potential from
the interfacial charge regulation.
Ce

+ 1) =

(4.56)

p s , being an unmeasured quantity in the experiment, is a free parameter in this
treatment. The other free parameters are surface excesses of solutes, Fq, and the
surface mobilities of each ion,

To choose a value of cUg, an average of the viscosities

of the two phases was used, viz.

Several studies on interfacial ion mobilities have been made [49], but these are based
on models with finite thickness of the interface. To vary the drop size while holding
the surface charge density constant, the value of an was varied. The viscosity of the
oil — a nujol-like oil named Stanolind — was estimated to be 85 times that of water.
In FIG 4.4, the formula is compared with four experimentally-derived curves of
mobility vs. drop size, each for a different electrolyte. The free parameters mentioned
above were used to fit the data. The values of physical parameters chosen and result
ing mobilities are converted to dimensionless form rising the scale factors that appear

IN TABLE 1. Note that in curves 1 and 2, the (^-potentials required to fit the data are
of moderate value, slightly out of range of ^-potentials that give accurately-computed
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TABLE 4.1. Fitting Parameters for comparison of mobility formula with experimental
data of Mooney (1924) (See FIG 4.4)

4 =0.51
Electrolyte
1:
2;
3:
4:

1
1
1
8

M
10-4 M
10- 4 M
10-' M

X 10-^
X
X
X

T q (mol/cm^)

NaOH
NaOH
HCl
CuSO.!

1
2

X 10^^°
X 10-^1

8 X 10-12

1

X 10-"

ps (C/cm^;
-7.20
-1.55
-0.90
-2.30

C* (mV)

-7
X 10X 10--7
X 10--7
X

10

^7

-97.1
-66 .1
-38.4
-18.0

* Surface potential ( varies with the drop size, according to (4.56). The value
given here is the limit in large an.

mobility. This likely explains why the fit is not quite as good as in the other two
graphs, although qualitatively, one still sees the variability of mobility with drop size,
and tendency to an upper limit for increased size.
It is also noted that to match the analytic result with experimental data involved
setting the surface charge density ps higher for the solution of higher salt concen
tration. It has been suggested [33] that the surface charge density of an oil drop is
due to adsorption of hydroxyl (OH) ions from the water. Tlius it is plausible that
a hydroxyl-based salt would lend more such ions to the drop surface for a higher
concentration. This would lead to a larger-sized (negative) zeta potential and thus a
higher (negative) mobility.
One striking result is the effect of the surface excesses of solutes, which increases
the dependence of mobility on size. Setting the parameters

to zero, for example,

results in no size dependence, except for extremely small drops. This is the case even
for a highly viscous oil. such as nujoL It is noted that in order to fit the mobility
data for 1 x 10^ M NAOH in FIG 4.4, a surface excess V q value of 1 x 10"' mol/crn^
was used. This is high for a salt [1]. This, in addition to the fact that a moderately
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TABLE 4.2. Fitting Parameters for comparison of numerically-derived electrophoretic
mobility with experimental data of Mooney (1924) (See FIG 4.5)

, ,kq
UJ
- f -0.51

(mol/cm^)

Electrolyte
1:

1 X 10-3

2:

1 X 10-'

3:

1 X 10-4

4;

8 X 10-^

M NaOH
M NaOH
M HCl
M CuSOi

Ps (C/cm^;

Coo (mV)
-99.8

6 X 10-^2

-7
-7.20 X 10-7
-1.50 X 10-7
-0.92 X 10-

1 X 10-"

-2.36

7

X 10"'^

1.4 X 10"^^

X

IQ--7

-63.4
-39.2
-17.8

' Surface potential ( varies with the drop size. The value given here determined
from (4.56) in the hmit of large an.

high value of interfacial potential CE was used suggests that this data is out of the
range of applicability of the small-Cfi mobility (4.55), leaving the desire for a large-OK
analysis or numerically-derived mobility to compare such data.
In FIG 4.5, a similar comparison is made, but with the drop mobility computed
numerically. The electrokinetics, or mobility problem was again computed via or
thogonal collocation on finite elements, and the results are taken to be an exact
solution to the problem as stated. FIG 4.5 shows similar to slightly better fits to the
experimentally-measured mobilities than shown in FIG 4.2. The physical parameters
that went into the computations are somewhat different tlian those used in FIG 4.4,
with the most telling difference being that the surface excesses are smaller (compare

TABLES 4.1 and 4.2). This is encouraging, as it lends even more credence to the
model. An adjustment that needs to be made is to have the potential CE computed
from the numerically-derived charge regulation based on (3.17) as opposed to the
linear approximation as opposed to the linear approximation (4.56). It is supposed
that such a more exact calculation of the CE -potential based on the surface charge
densities would lead to a better fit of the data with even lower — and more realistic
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— values of the surface excesses.
Comparison with Experimental Observations: Aqueous Two-phase Systems
The experiments described in [8, 43] have shown that electrophoretic mobility
increases linearly with drop size, through drop sizes of 15 microns in diameter. This
is in contrast to the experiments and analysis on oil drops discussed in the preceding
section, where the increase with size was linear only up to drops of less than 5 microns
in diameter before the mobility began leveling off (see FIG 4.4).
In addition to the linear size dependence of mobility, it was also seen that the
direction of drop migration is reversed by inverting the two phases. In particular,
PEG-rich drops migrated in the direction of the applied field, while the dextran-rich
drops moved in the opposite direction. An electric dipole across the interface — the
orientation of which reverses upon reversing the phases of the dispersion — is believed
to be the cause of the opposite mobilities. This is reflected in the approximation to
the mobility (4.48), (4.49), (4.51), (4.54), which are linear in CE and (i. Suppose
for example, that with all else being equal for the interior and exterior properties,
that the exterior and interior potentials CE and Ci are equal in magnitude but have
opposite signs. Inverting the drop/continuous phase system would result is accom
plished in theory by interchanging the values of CE and (i, which results in the same
mobility but with opposite sign. Another observation, which perhaps is much more
surprising, was that although the two phases are of very different viscosities, the order
of magnitude of the mobilities stayed the same even with phase reversal.
The experimental conditions and measurements of Brooks et al. [8] have been
used in the formula (4.48) in order to test the small-C results derived here. In the
experiments, an aqueous two-phase system was prepared, one phase being dextranrich and the other polyethylene glycol (PEG) rich. 0.2M Potassium sulfate was added
to the system and partitioned unequally in the two phases. An interphase potential
difference between the two phases and the viscosity of each phase was measured.
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Drops of each phase were dispersed iii the other, and electrophoretic mobility of
those drops was measured and plotted as a function of drop size.
The data behind the published figure of Brooks et al. [8] was provided, and these
data have been used for to make a comparison. The two phases being aqueous,
their permittivities were taken to be equal. The viscosity of the dextran phase was
roughly 10 times that of the PEG phase. The ionic strength and of the solutes were
each different from 0.2 M due to the partitioning between the phases. From those
values, as well as the published range of drop sizes, values of the scaled radii uk were
computed, with a range of roughly 4000 to 20000. The ratio p,/jjL was roughly 10,
depending on whether the drop phase was the dextran phase or the PEG phase. The
ratios of mobilities of the phases,

were taken to be the inverse of the viscosity

ratio. The ratios oos/co'' were taken to be the average of the ratios of ion mobilities
of the phases. The scaled interphase potential difference,

has a value of —0.093

when the drop phase is the dextran-rich phase, and 0.093 otherwise.
In addition to the parameters based on measured quantities, some important
quantities were treated as free parameters, those being surface charge density, ps,
surface excesses of solutes, FQ , and jump in the interfacial potential, denoted as xFrom ps, X, and A^, the interfacial potentials Ce and Ci is determined from

X = $o(l) — "^o(l) = CE — Ci + A*!'

(4.57)

and the small-C charge regulation condition
Ce (flK + 1) + -Ci

coth aR — 1) = anps.

(4.58)

To derive (4.58), the right-hand-side of (2.6) was replaced by ps and the electric field
expressions were from the Debye-Hiickel potentials.
To simulate variation of the drop size, the surface charge density was held constant,
while aK and aR were varied concurrently. From (4.58), it is seen that for large values
of an, the interfacial potential values level off. Since the mobility formula is linear
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in these potentials, one would expect the mobility itself to level off to certain values
as the drop increases in size, as is seen in the experimental data for oil drops 4.4.
The question remains as to whether drops in aqueous two-phase systems have the
same property. The data of [8] would suggest otherwise, but it is argued here that
if the experiment were carried out for larger drops, one would see the the mobilities
eventually level off with increasingly larger drops. Now, recall that the values of aK
and (IK for the experimental conditions range of [8] range from roughly 4000 to 20000.
These are considerably higher values than those for the oil drops. Recalling that the
mobility formula is linear with the potentials CE and Ci, and once again noting that
the C potentials are determined from (4.58), this would indicate that mobility should,
for drops in aqueous two-phase systems, level off with drop size (dictated by an and
aR) as it does for non-conducting drops. Recall again that it was the inclusion of
surface excesses of solutes that gave greater dependence of mobility on drop size. For
these values of double-layer thickness, however, the values of surface excesses that
would give a linear dependence are outrageously high. Moreover, the (^E and O potentials, as dictated by interfacial dipole and surface charge density, must be so
high as t o be well out of the range of applicability of the mobility formula.
It must also be noted that according to experiments [8, 43], that when the drop
and continuous phases arc reversed, that the mobilities remain at the same order of
magnitude. This is quite counterintuitive, as one might expect that for a system
in which the continuous phase is more viscous, the mobility should be lower. The
small potential mobility does not account for this observation. The derived mobility
expression supports the more intuitive notion that the mobility should be lower when
the exterior phase is more viscous than the drop phase.
To be able to account for larger potentials and also to consider the very thin
double-layers (large are), it is natural to want an approximation to the mobility based
on thin double-layers, or have a robust numerical code that can account for such
large values of an. Given the success of the model for describing the electrophoretic
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behaviour of oil drops, it is reasonable to suppose that a solution that works for thin
double-layers would come closer to accounting for the drop mobility in an aqueous
two-phase system.

4.4.

Conclusions

A formula has been derived for the electrophoretic mobility of a spherical fluid drop.
It is a general formula in that it accounts for more physical situations than have
been considered in the past. The formula reduces to many well-known formulas in
limiting cases. It is derived in the limited range of small interfacial potentials CE ,
and Ci! and compares well with exact (numerical) results for moderate potentials.
For drops with nontrivial interior electrostatics, the formula accounts nicely for a
reversal in mobility with an inversion of the drop and continuous phases, but does
not account for the mobilities being of equal order of magnitude upon phase reversal
even when the viscosities differ by an order of magnitude. The formula shows dropsize dependence on electrophoretic mobility for limited sizes, which is in accordance
with past mobility measurements on oil drops [34]. This size dependence is largely
due to the inclusion in the model of surface excesses of solutes. Size dependence in the
formula can be extended to larger drops but only for larger potentials, which is outside
its applicability range. To account for observations of the mobility increasing with
size for larger drops [8], one must look to a numerical solution that can accommodate
large (ik and an values or perhaps a formula based on thin double-layer analysis. It
is suggested here that mobility measurements of drops in aqueous two-phase systems
be made but with lower ionic strengths.
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FIGURE 4 .1. Comparison of linear analytic approximations of electrophoretic mo
bility of a fluid drop to a numerically-derived mobility, for several values of surface
excesses FQ- Electrolyte is aqueous KCl inside and out. Potential is continuous across
the interface, with C = C = 1-- /i//' = K and an = 10.
, Numerical solution; —,
linear approximation.
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FIGURE 4.2. Comparison of linear analytic approximations of dimensionless electrophoretic mobility of a fluid drop with numerically-derived values, interior scaled
radius ah — 10. Electrolyte is aqueous KCl inside and out. Potential is continuous
across the interface, JX/^ = 1, and an = 10.
, Numerical solution; —, linear
approximation.
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FIGURE 4.3. Comparison of linear analytic approximations of dimensionless electrophoretic mobility of a fluid drop with numerically-derived values, interior scaled
radius aR — 100. Electrolyte is aqueous KCl inside and out. Potential is continuous
across the interface, p,/n = 1.
, Numerical solution; —, linear approximation.
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FIGURE 4.4. Comparison of mobility formula with experimental data of Mooney
(1924), for Stanolind oil drops. Fitting parameters are given in TABLE 4.1.
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5.

RADIAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL ELECTROPHORESIS
COLUMNS

5.1.

Background

The electrolyte buffers used in electrophoretic separations are ionic conductors, so
imposition of an electric field along ( he axis of an electrophoresis column, or capillary,
gives rise to Joule heating [21, 22]. The vast majority of the generated heat must exit
the system through the column walls. Thus, the temperature varies radially over the
column cross-section, or lumen, and the centerline temperature is elevated relative to
that at the column periphery.
Because temperature gradients associated with Joule heating typically have a
deleterious effect on electrically-driven separations [19, 21, 22, 26], the temperature
field within electrophoresis columns has been the subject of numerous studies [4, 9,
13. 15, 18, 24]. With one exception [15], these studies have been restricted to cases in
which the temperature variations over the cross-section of the capillary are in some
sense small. The reasons for this, at least in part, involve the practical need to
control temperatures within the capillary to prevent such effects as the denaturing
of analyte proteins [21] or the loss of resolution due to analyte dispersion [19]. It
should be noted, however, that in lab-on-a-chip technology substantial Joule heating
in capillaries can be desirable. For example. Joule heating can incubate polymerase
chain reactions (PGR) for the replication of DNA [27].
Our focus here is on a cylindrical geometry, though there are various other ge
ometries of channels used in electrically-driven separations. Tsuda et. al. [53] point
out the virtues of rectangular capillaries, and Brown and Hinckley [10] compute the
temperature profile due to Joule heating for such a geometry assuming no tempera
ture dependence on the electric and thermal conductivities, which they also did for
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a cylindrical geometry. With the proliferation of on-chip capillary electrophoresis de
vices [16, 32, 44], channels of various geometries are used, including but not limited
to cylindrical, rectangular, and half-cylindrical [50].
Coxon and Binder [13] established that, for columns of circular cross-section, the
temperature profile T(r) is nearly parabolic in the radial coordinate r when S =
Gy.R'^/kv..Tw

1, i.e.
r < R.

(5.1)

where r is measured from the center line, and R is the inner radius, of the column;
A'w and G„ are, respectively, the thermal conductivity and the (Joule) heat gener
ation rate at T^, the temperature of the capillary interior wall' (r = R). Jones
and Grushka [24] illustrated that (5.1) is often adequate for the narrow-bore (ca.
50 fiin i.d.) columns used in capillary electrophoresis, but more generally, (5.1) un
derestimates the radial temperature variations, as a number of studies have shown
[4, 9, 13, 15, 18, 24]. Certainly, for larger-bore columns (ca. 1 cm i.d.), such as those
used in preparative-scale electrochroniatograpliy [12], better approximate solutions
are required.
The difficulty encountered in the analysis of T(r) is that the relevant transport
coefficients, viz. the electrical and thermal conductivities of the material that fills the
column, vary locally with the temperature and so the governing differential equation is
nonlinear. In a numerical study, Davis [15] has shown that it is important to properly
account for the temperature dependence of the electrical and thermal conductivity—
particularly when S exceeds 0.01.
Here is revisited the problem for the temperature field and approximate T { r ) by
regular perturbation methods. The strategy briefly explored by Coxon and Binder
(cf. the appendix of [13]) is generalized and extended to obtain formulae that can
^ The subscript w is used throughout to indicate that the quantity to which it is affixed is evaluated
at the wall temperature Ty,.
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accommodate virtually any temperature dependence of the transport coefficients.
The result of our analysis is a set of analytical expressions that are accurate through
0{S^). When tested with property correlations tailored for aqueous electrolytes, the
resultant expressions prove to be in excellent agreement with a numerically-derived
numerical solution.
Previous investigators [4, 9, 13, 15, 18] have developed various 0(5^) approxima
tions, with [4] considering the analogous phenomenon of the heating of an electrical
wire. By extending the analysis to fifth order, one can explicitly examine the accu
racy of lower-order approximations, and to assess the convergence of the resultant
asymptotic expansion. For example, the approximation to 0(6"^) is remarkably con
cise and accurate. It is within 0.1 Kelvin of the higher-order and numerical results
for operating conditions common to capillary electrophoresis, where 5" < 0.1. It is
also shown that beginning at 0(5"^), the temperature dependence of both the ther
mal and electrical conductivity can be readily and properly accounted for, though
some 0(5'^)-approximations unnecessarily omit consideration of the temperature de
pendence of the thermal conductivity [9, 13, 15]. For values of S beyond 0.1, the
autothermal effect [18] becomes increasingly significant, making it necessary to use
the higher order approximations.
The asymptotic series converges slowly with S, so the somewhat higher accuracy of
the fourth and fifth order approximations must be weighed against their cumbersome
length. Fortunately, by using classical Shanks transformations, one can accelerate the
convergence of the series, such that transformations in the first two and three terms
of the series yield accuracy comparable to that given by the fourth and fifth-order
series, respectively. This enables one to get highly accurate estimates without the
algebraic complexity.
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5.2.

Problem Formulation

Joule heating, generated by the imposition of an electric field down the axis of the
column, is balanced by radial thermal conduction. The steady-state temperature
profile is thus governed by
V • {kVT) = -G,

(5.2)

which due to cylindrical symmetry reduces to the ordinary differential equation
l_d
r
r dr

k

dT'
dr

-G.

(5.3)

Where k is the local thermal conductivity and G is the heat generation rate due to
ohmic conduction processes. If a is the local electrical conductivity and E is the
electric field strength,
G = aE^.

(5.4)

Because the buffer in the column is an ionic conductor, the heat generation rate varies
radially owing primarily to the temperature dependence of the viscosity. For example,
in the absence of any column packing,
N

^i\2, AA

a — e'

Z I U C ,

(5.5)

1=1
where e is the fundamental charge on a proton, and z\ uj'^, and d are, respectively,
the valence, mobility and concentration of the «th-type ionic buffer constituent. The
mobility w' follows from the Stokes-Einstein relationship, viz.
OJ

1
67r/ia®

z = l,2,...,iV,

(5.6)

where N is the number of ionic species in the buffer, a® is the Stokes-Einstein radius
of species i, and /i is the buffer viscosity.
Substituting (5.4)-(5.6) into (5.3) gives
kyf d
r dr

,

d,T

= -G„A(T).

(6.7)
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with
K( T ) =

h{T)

M T ).

CT„

MTy

and
Gvj

=

<7 wE

[Si,(z')^c7aT E \

67r/iv

As is evident from the RHS of (5.7), the local generation rate varies with the viscos
ity. For circumstances where the lumen includes chromatographic or other packing
materials, it is appropriate to regard A and

in terms of their primary definitions,

and to regard (5.7) as an effective-medium representation of the column contents.
Note that k ,{T) and A(T) are typically nonlinear functions of temperature, so exact
solutions to (5.7) are generally not possible. Nevertheless, one can construct analytic
approximations for T(r), given correlations for k {T) and A(T).
Here is considered the circumstance where
at r = R

(5.8)

dT_
= 0 at r = 0.
dr

(6.9)

T=
and, due to the cylindrical symmetry,

We begin by placing the governing equations in dimensionless form. Let 0 = (T
Tvf)/T^ and p = r/R. Then (5.7) becomes

LA
pdp

-5A(e),

(5.10a)

dB
= 0 at p = 0.
dp

(5.1Gb)

with
0 = 0 at p = 1 and

It is apparent that 0 will depend parametrically on S, i.e. 0 = 0(p; S)."^ A natural
temperature scale for the radial variations is ST^^, or G^R^

which for reasonable

^The dimensionless temperature 0 will also depend on those parameters that appear in the
correlations A(0) and (0). Correlations suitable for aqueous buffers are given in Appendix B.

K
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values of the electrical conductivity, the electric field strength, etc., is on the order of
10 Kelvin or less. It seems appropriate, therefore, to postulate asymptotic behavior
of the form
e(p; S ) = 5©i(p) + S ^ e ^ i p ) + S ' Q s i p ) + ^'04(/9) + ... ,

5<1.

(5.11)

This is done in Section 3 where, in addition, analytical expressions for 0i(p), 02 (p),
... are developed. A method of accelerating the convergence of (5.11), namely the
Shanks transformation, is then discussed in Section 4. To validate the perturbation
scheme, in Section 5 the approximate solutions for 0(/>; S) are compared with the
numerical results obtained by Davis [15], who employed the property correlations
shown in Appendix B for A(0) and

K(0).

It will be pointed out in Section 7 that

the perturbation series (5.11) yields a non-linear algebraic relationship between 7^
and the electrical power dissipated in the column. In principle, this permits one to
eliminate

from the problem, without having to rely on assumptions about the heat

transfer conditions external to the column.

5.3.

Perturbation Scheme

Approximations for the temperature field are readily derived once one recognizes that:
lini Q ( p ] S ) = 0
5-^0
lim A(0) = 1
S-^O

(5.12)

lim k {Q ) = 1.
S-^0

(5.13)

Note these limits apply irrespective of the specific correlations chosen to represent
the temperature dependence of the electrical and thermal conductivities.
Postulating a regular perturbation expansion of the form given in (5.11), the
following asymptotic expansions are obtained from the Taylor series for k(0) and
A(e):
K — 1 + S K ,i{P ) 4- S ^ K 2 { P ) + S ^ K s { p ) + S ' ^ K 4 { P ) + . . . ,

S -C 1,

(5.14)
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and
A = 1 + SXi{p)+ S'^X^ip) + S^Xs{p) + S'^Xi{p) + . . • ,

S •••C 1,

(5.15)

where
Ai = X'^Oi,

(5.16a)

A2 = Aq02 + -A qO^,

(5.16b)

A3 = AO©3 + AO0I02 + TAQ"©!,
0

(5.16C)

A4 = Aie4 + \\l (el + 20103) +

+ -Are}.

(s.ied)

and
As = AlSj + Ai'(e,e4 + 0203) + iA;'(e?e2 + efe^)

(5.i6e)

In (5.16a-d), the primes indicate differentiation with respect to 0 and the subscript
0 indicates that the derivative is evaluated at 0 = 0; e.g.
Ai = I —"l
"

,

AX = f
°
VrfeVe=„'

Expressions completely analogous to (5.16a-d) apply for the terms K i, K2 , . . . , i n
(5.14). In a similar manner, one can compute the derivative. A',
A' =

(A')o + 6'(A')i + S'^(A')2 + S'^(A')3

= A'o + 5A[,'0i +

/
A'"
(^A'o'02 + -fe'l

A'o'03 + A'O"0I02 + -|-0i!j

(5.17)

Upon substituting (5.11), (5.14) and (5.15) into (5.10a) and collecting like powers
in iS, thus is obtained a hierarchy of linear, ordinary differential equations that govern
the functions 0i(p), 02(/>), • •. From (5.16a) and the solution for 0i(/?), is obtained
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Ai(p); an expression for Ki{p) is obtained from the analog to (5.16a). Having thus
established the leading behavior of the perturbation expansions, we subsequently
move on to higher orders in the hierarchy. Below is illustrated the procedure through
0(S''^)\ for the sake of brevity, the results at 0{S^) and 0{S^) are simply quoted in
Appendix A.
At 0 { S ) , Eqn (5.10a) reads

iU

'w)-''

«•"'

which has the solution
01 = J (1 - P') •

(5-19)

This is the dimensionless form of (5.1). To leading order, the temperature field is un
affected by the temperature dependence of the electrical and thermal conductivities.
Thus combining (5.19) and (5.16a) yields the leading order variation of the electrical
conductivity over the lumen, viz.
Ai = jAi (1 - p')

(5.20)

and. by analogy, the variation in the thermal conductivity, i.e.
K-i =

(l - P^) •

(5.21)

The 0(S'^)-analysis proceeds along the lines of the 0(S')-problem. For 02(/s),

which has the solution
02 = ^A[,(3 - p ' ) { l - p') -

(1 - p'f .

(5.23)

The radial dependence of X2 can now be extracted from (5.16b), viz.
A2 =

- p'Xl - p') + ^

- K<) (1

(5-24)
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and, similarly,
^2 = ^^0^0(3 - ,0^)(1 - /'^) + ^ {l^O "

(l

P^) •

(5.25)

Coxon and Binder [13] derived an expression equivalent to (5.23) for the circumstance
where

K and A vary linearly with 0.

While some investigators have neglected variation

of K (e.g. [18] and references therein), it is clear from (5.23) that, generally, the
temperature dependence of A and k affect the temperature field a t 0(S'^).
At 0{S^), the governing equation for 03(p) reads

\ d f (i03
pdp\ dp

U

2 (k'O' - 3 k'q) (1 - p2) (1 _ 3 p2)
H-KqAq (9 — 24

+ 11 p'^)

-X','{l~p')i3-p')-2K{l-pf{l+ pf
The solution to Eqn (5.26) is
e,W

=

^(3<'-<)(i-p')'+

—8

2304

/2
+ 19) Ai0

+ (2p^ - 7p2 + 11) A'o' - (11 p^ " 43p2 + 38) A'p^] (l - p^)(5.26)
The solution for A3(p) follows from Eqn (5.16c), viz.
^aip)

\l .J

—

256 '

\ l .J!
=i) (1 - p ' f
- Ag/IO + AQ" - 3A"/in

" ' ^

^

2304

( l l p ^ - 4 3 p 2 + 3 8 ) A[,

(5.27)

- (p' -8p'^ + 19) A'o' - (2 p^ - 7 p2 + 11) A[,A'o'] (l - p") .
An analogous result obtains for «3(p), viz.
3«'o'^ - 4«;'o'< + k'I'' ) ( 1 - / ) '
^nAfi
^id

o\2

o\

1
M04

^

+ 38)

(5.28)

- ( p * - 8 / + 19) Aj'«:i - ( 2 / - Tf' + ll) ASK;! (1 - f?) .
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As is evident from (5.26)-(5.28), the forms of the solutions are algebraically
straightforward, though increasingly lengthy. The algebra for the 0{S'^) and 0(S^}
problems is unwieldy and those results are quoted in Appendix A.
Comparison to Solution of Linearized Problem
For the case that thermal conductivity is constant and electrical conductivity
is linear in temperature, the governing equation becomes a Bessel equation, with
solution
0 — '^(^/'S'Q'lP) - J o W S a i )
aiJo(\/^)
where Jo is a Bessel function of the first kind, and ai is the linear coefficient in the
electrical conductivity. A similar solution but for different boundary conditions has
been shown by Jones and Grushka [24]. Note that expanding 5.29 in a power series
in S gives the series solution when one applies the constant (thermal) and linear
(electrical) conductivities. Since the expansion in S of the Bessel functions are slowly
convergent, it is no surprise that the same is true of the more general series solution
derived here.

5.4.

Acceleration of Convergence

A well-known non-linear transformation described by Shanks [47] has been applied
to the asymptotic series (2.9). Letting

denote the nth partial sum

the transformation is denoted recursively as
0(n-l)0(n+l) _ 0(n)2

1

^

'

e?;" (0(^+1))+ e?|"(e("-i)) - 2ef (©("))•

^
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Expressions (5.30) and (5.31) shall henceforth be referred to as the Shanks trans
formation. Here, 0^°^ = 0 is taken to be zero in the computation of e}(0(^^). In
addition, e™(0^°^) = 0 will also be taken as zero for m > 2, which will facilitate
computation of e™(0(^^).
Fortunately, as will be seen, low-order Shanks transformations on the partial sums
provide substantial improvements over the simple asymptotic series (2.9), obviating
computation of the fourth and fifth order terms 04 and 05 to gain an accurate formula
for the temperature.
The transformation gives partial sums that closely resemble those in (2.9) but for
a factor in the highest order term. As examples of the modified partial sums,
e;(e»>) = Se. +5=6,^-5^,

(5.32)

and

EI (ei^') = s e , 4- S'e2 + s ' e , ^ ^

.

(6.33)

While these forms show the resemblance to the partial sums 0*^^^ and 0*^^^ respec
tively, it should be noted that they can be simplified to

and
C2o

It will be seen that the Shanks transformation on the first three terms of the
asymptotic expansion gives a temperature profile that is as accurate as the series of
all five terms. As will be seen in the results section, we thus liave a highly accurate
approximation to the solution using only three terms of the series, even for S as high
as 0.4.
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5.5.

Comparison with Numerical Solution

F ig 5 .1 shows a comparison of the asymptotic and numerical solutions for the radial
profile of dimensionless temperature 0, at selected values of the dimensionless source
strength S. The calculations were carried out for
and

K(0)

= 298 K and with the A(0)

correlations described in Appendix B. To our knowledge, this is the first

comparison of numerical and asymptotic solutions that account for the temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity, though Davis [15] has examined numerical
and 0(/S'^)-results for the circumstance where k{&) = 1.
Accuracy of the approximate analytic solutions to (5.10) is measured here against
a numerically-computed solution to that boundary-value problem, taken to be exact.
The numerical scheme was simply a shooting method in conjunction with a 7th/8th
order Runge-Kutta method. In all cases, 0'^®)(O) was used as the initial guess for the
centerline temperature 0^ in order to keep the number of iterations low. Of course,
one could use one of the lower order estimates or one of the Shanks transformations
on the lower order solutions for a good initial guess. The numerical solution to (5.10)
is denoted as 0^.
For the cases shown, the temperature dependence on the parameter S is sig
nificantly nonlinear and the asymptotic approximations are in agreement with the
numerical results. The 0(S'^)-solution is within roughly 10% (relative error) of the
numerical result at iS = 0.4, the largest source strength for which Davis reports nu
merical results. The 0{S^) solution is within 7% of the exact solution for S = 0.4.
Discrepancies between the numerical and the asymptotic results are greatest at the
centerline and grow with S, as one would expect. This point is made clearer in

F igs 5.2 and 5.3, where 0,^ is shown as a function of S. F igs 5.2 and 5.3 also
illustrates that, for the property correlations of Appendix B, extending the approxi
mations to 0{S^) or 0(S'^) may offer little benefit. The 0(5"^)-solution is certainly
reliable for S < 0.1, while the 0(5"^) and 0(S''^)-solutions begin to deviate from 0^
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at S equal to 0.2 and 0.3, respectively. The highly nonlinear dependence on S is
known as the autothermal effect: local increases in the temperature increase the local
electrical conductivity, which increases the local heat generation. The autothermal
effect is mitigated, to some extent, by increases in the thermal conductivity, as ther
mal conductivity increases with temperature. For the situation depicted in FIGS 5.1
and 5.2, the electrical conductivity is roughly a factor of 8 more sensitive to temper
ature variations. The perturbation scheme consequently departs from the numerical
solution when S moves from 0.2 toward 0.4, as A is an exponential function of 0.
The convergence of the asymptotic expansion to the exact solution is evident in

TABLE 5.1, where the Shanks transformations have been employed. The highest order
of the transform shown here, ef(Q^^^)/S, operates on all five terms that are derived
herein and yield a 0.2% relative error at the centerline for our maximum S value
of 0.4. The inclusion of this higher-order result, however, is primarily pedagogical.
One of the main reasons for constructing such an expansion is to obtain a reliable
formula that is simple compared to implementation of a numerical algorithm. From
that standpoint, the desirability of computing anything beyond the third-order term
is questioned. The derivation of the higher-order terms and their transformations,
more than anything, are included in order to verify that the approximate solutions
indeed converge to the correct results, whicli is not apparent from the series through
O(S^) for the higher values of S. Note that the Shanks transformation on the first two
terms is more accurate than the series at fourth-order, and the two transformations
on the first three terms are more accurate than the series at fifth-order. The Shanks
transformations thus render formulae that offer significant improvement over the wellestablished quadratic results at very little cost in algebraic complexity.
The Shanks transformations on the first three terms, namely ej;(0'^^^)/>S' and
el (0(1))/^,

yield less than 4% relative error at the centerline for S = 0.4. This

translates into less than 1% relative error in actual temperature for a wall tempera
ture of 298 K. This is quite high accuracy for the relative simplicity of terms involved.
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For this reason, in all figures, the transformations on no terms higher than 0(5"^) are
included. The approximate solutions through order 3 and their transformations from
the higher-order approximations are separated within TABLE 5.1, for clarity. The six
such results are those that appear in the figures describing the temperature profile.
The temperature gradient at the inner wall of the column is shown in FIG 5.4.
Here again the comparison between the perturbation and numerical schemes indicates
that the 0(5'^)-solution works well for S < 0.1, and the 0{S^), 0(5"^) and 0(5^)solutions are within 15%, 9%, and 6% (relative error) of the numerical result at
S — 0.4, respectively. The temperature gradient at the inner wall of the column
has been investigated for 288 K <

< 318 K and was found to have behaviour

consistent with that depicted in FIG 5.4.
The temperature gradient is of interest because it, as will be seen, relates to the
conductivity, resulting in a nonlinear algebraic relationship for T^.

TABLE 5.2 compares the analytic results for the temperature gradient at the wall
with the numerically-computed values. The partitioning, as in TABLE 5.1, separates
the expansion with terms up to 0{S^) and their Shanks transformations, from higherorder terms and transformations. Once again, convergence of the series to the correct
value is noticed, with the order 5 expansion yielding less than 6% relative error and the
highest-order Shanks transformation yielding a 0.2% relative error, for S = 0.4. The
smallest error from the lower order terms comes from the e\{dpQ^^^)/S transformation,
with a 2.5% relative error. Relative errors from the lower-order terms are depicted in

FIG 5.5.
A radial profile of dimensionless electrical conductivity is depicted in FIG 5.6, for
the first three terms in the series for A as well as the Shanks transformation
with results equally satisfactory to those previously described.
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5.6.

Discussion

The temperature field in electrophoresis columns has been of interest for several
decades. The analysis presented here contributes to the understanding of the prob
lem in several ways. First, because S is invariably less than unity, it establishes a
reasonably general framework for describing radial temperature variations in cylin
drical columns, including cases with power densities as high as 1 kW/cm^ [18]. In
most circumstances, power densities are at least an order of magnitude lower and the
0(5'^)-soIution will provide an accurate and simple representation of the temperature
profile; to use the formulas at this order, one need only know the rate of change,
with respect to temperature, of the electrical and thermal conductivity of the col
umn contents. Here correlations appropriate for aqueous buffers have been used, but
other correlations can be accommodated. Alternatively, one can directly measure the
temperature dependence of the transport coefficients (see, for example, [18]) and use
interpolations of those data in conjunction with the formulas rendered here.
Because the approximate solutions have such a simple form, they can be readily
incorporated into the analysis of thermal effects on analyte dispersion. A number
of authors have considered the effect of radial temperature variations on analyte
dispersion [15, 18, 19]. However, these analyses have either neglected the temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity, or have relied on numerical solutions. One
can readily show that the dispersivity of the analyte can be expressed as a regular
perturbation expansion in S, where the resultant terms involve the expansions for 0,
K and A that have been derived here.
Finally, the approximate solutions allow one to unambiguously relate the temper
ature field to the electrical power dissipated in the column, without having to make
assumptions about the wall temperature

or the heat transfer conditions of the

column exterior. This is particularly important since, depending on the experimental
set-up, the capillary may or may not be thermostatted, and the column may have
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various polymer coatings. The current-volt age relationship for a given column is an
experimentally-accessible quantity that can be used to establish the steady tempera
ture distribution within the lumen. See Section 5.8 for details.
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50(P) 0-2

?©(P) 0.3

FIGURE 5.1. Dimensionless temperature profiles, Q { p ) / S , for 1 \ - = 298 K, as given
by analytic approximations and the numerical solution, (a) S — 0.1, (b) S = 0.2, (c)
5 = 0.3, (d) S = 0.4. Legend: 1, 0^; 2, 0(2); 3, 0(3); 4, eK©^); 5,
6,
E2(0(I));
, 0N.
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FIGURE 5.2. Variation of dimensionless centerline temperature Qq^/S with 5", as given
by analytic approximations and the numerical solution, for Ty., = 298 K. Legend: 1,
0(1); 2: 0(^); 3, 0(3); 4, e}(0(^)); 5, e}(0(^)); 6, ef(0(^));
, 0^.
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FIGURE 5.3. Relative error in analytic approximations of the centerline temperature
€)(j, as a function of 5, in log-log form.
= 298 K. The error is relative to 0^ and
is equivalent to the error in dimensional temperature calculations scaled on
— T„.
Legend: 1, 0^^^; 2, 0^^^; 3, 0^^^; 4, e];(0^^^); 5, ej(0^^)); 6. e|(0^^^).
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FIGURE 5.4. Variation of the dimensionless gradient at the inner capillary wall,
5"~^(5p0)w, with S. as given by analytic approximations and the numerical solution for

Tw = 298 K. Legend: 1,3,0'"; 2,9,6™; 3, S,e®; 4, s!(5,e<'l); 5, rl(9,e«); 6,
e?(9,eW); -,9,6".
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FIGURE 5.5. Relative error in analytic approximations of dimensionless temperature
gradient at the inner capillary wall, {dpQ)^, as a function of S, in log-log form. The
error is relative to (9p0^)w, and is equivalent to the error in the dimensional tempertature gradient relative to {drT^)„.
— 298 K. Legend: 1,
2,
3,
5,0(3); 4, e}(a,0W); 5, 6^(9,0(2)); 6, e2(a,0W).
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FIGURE 5.6. Radial variations of dimensionless electrical conductivity, [A(p) — l ] / S ,
for Tw = 298 K, as given by analytic approximations and the numerical solution, (a)
5 = 0.1, (b) S = 0.2, (c) S = 0.3, (d) S = 0.4. Legend: 1, A^; 2, A^^); 3, A^^); 4,
el(AP>);
A",
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TABLE 5.1. Comparison of asymptotic expansions,
of the dimensionless
centerline temperature and Shanks transformations, ej"(0^^)/5, with numericallycomputed values, Oq /S, for select values of S, and
— 298 K.

n
1
2
3
4
5

Q{n)ls
0.250000
0.279368
0.283269
0.283820
0.283902

0.283277
0.283866
0.283911
0.283916

S = 0.2;
n

Q{n)/s

1
2
3
4
5

0.250000
0.308735
0.324339
0.328753
0.330054

0.326772
0.329985
0.330494
0.330597

S = 0.3;
n
1
2
3
4
5

0(n)/5

ei(0H)/5

0.250000
0.338103
0.373212
0.388109
0.394692

0.386047
0.396473
0.399089
0.399904

S = 0.4;
n
1
2
3
4
5

II

S = 0.1;

0.283916

ef(0("))/5

e?(0("))/5

ef(0("))/5

0.283867
0.283915
0.283916

0.283915
0.283916

0.283916

0^/5 = 0.330628
e2(0W)/5

e3(0(n))/^

ef(0("))/5

0.330017
0.330590
0.330622

0.330591
0.330624

0.330624

0^/5 = 0.400383

0.396762
0.399965
0.400272

e?(0("))/5

ef(0("))/5

0.399991
0.400305

0.400305

Q l / S = 0.521063

ein)/s

ei(e("))/5

e?(0("))/5

e3(0W)/5

et(0("))/5

0.250000
0.367470
0.429887
0.465199
0.486004

0.471592
0.500651
0.511202
0.515840

0.502560
0.517217
0.519479

0.517657
0.519891

0.519901
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TABLE 5.2. Comparison of asymptotic expansions of dimensionless temperature gra
dient at the capillary wall, and Shanks transformations of the series, with numericallycomputed values of wall derivative, S''^{dpQ^)w, for select values of S, and
—
298 K.

5' = 0.1;
n
1
2
3
4
5

-0.500000
-0.542440
-0.547917
-0.548695
-0.548811

-0.546376
-0.548728
-0.548824
-0.548831

5 = 0.2;
n

d,0")/s

1
2
3
4
5

-0.500000
-0.584879
-0.606787
-0.613015
-0.614864

-0.602235
-0.614409
-0.615489
-0.615644

= -0.548832
ef(dpe("))/s

ef(d,e("^)/S

-0.548738
-0.548828
-0.548831

-0.548828
-0.548831

5-H9pe^)w = -0.615684
ef(d,6("))/S

ef(d,e(''^)/S

-0.614660
-0.615594
-0.615670

-0.615595
-0.615677

^ 00
o
II

n

dpe(")/s

ei(d,e(-))/s

1
2
3
4
5

-0.500000
-0.627319
-0.676612
-0.697631
-0.706989

-0.670815
-0.707752
-0.713256
-0.714499

S = 0.4;
n

d,e("^/s

1 -0.500000
2 -0.669759
3 -0.757390
4 -0.807213
5 -0.836789

ef(d,e("^)/S
-0.615677

= -0.715099

-0.709905
-0.714220
-0.714862

e?(ape("))/5

ef(d,e(''^)/S

-0.714247
-0.714974

-0.714974

5-H5pe^)w = -0.886504
e2(9pe("))/6'

-0.757022
-0.850895
-0.872867
-0.879996

-0.548831

-0.864183
-0.879582
-0.883420

ef(d,0(''^)/S
-0.879861
-0.884693

-0.884720
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5.7.

Determining the Wall Temperature in Capillary Electrophoresis

It is very important to know the extent of heat generated in capillary electrophoresis.
Accordingly, it is desirable to devise ways of directly or indirectly measure the tem
perature in a capillary electrophoresis column. While there are ways of measuring, it
is easier if the temperature can be determined from relationships with experimentally
controllable or more easily-measured quantities. The latter approach is pursued here,
through the relationship of the temperature to the quantities of applied voltage, the
electrical and thermal conductivities of the buffer at room temperature, and correla
tions of the conductivities determined from measurements at various temperatures.
In the preceding chapter, there was given an approximate formula for the tem
perature in a cylindrical capillary electrophoresis column as a series expansion in the
dimensionless power input, S (see below). For S <C 1, the power input is small enough
so that the temperature from the center of the capillary to the inner wall is nearly
uniform. For moderate values of this parameter, the temperature profile is decidedly
non-uniform, leading to band-broadening in separations that can be controlled by
reverse pressure-driven flow [14, 18]. It was shown, however, that even for S as high
as 0.4, only the first three terms of the series are needed for accurate results.
The problem with the analysis of the preceding paper is that it depends on knowing
the wall temperature a priori. In this paper, the formula for the temperature profile
is inverted in order to determine the temperature at the inner wall of the capillary.
This is done by supposing knowledge of the applied voltage and buffer conductivities,
and also the average electrical conductivity across the cylinder. This is determined
experimentally by measuring the current across the cylinder during electrophoresis.
The average conductivity relates to the applied voltage in an Ohm's law relationship,
which it is noted is generally nonlinear due to the non-linear dependence of electrical
conductivity on temperature, and the Joule heating.
This chapter is meant to be as self-contained as possible, that is, for the preceding
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chapter to be unnecessary for understanding the present work. The results from that
chapter will be presented as needed. To begin, the divergence theorem to the gov
erning equation is applied, as in steady-state, the heat generated in the capillary is
equivalent to that which escapes outward through the inner capillary wall. Doing this
gives a somewhat simple relationship between the temperature gradient at the wall to
the average buffer conductivity in the cylinder, which is taken to be measurable. The
expression for the temperature gradient is simply derived from our series expansion
for the temperature, and is an implicit function of the temperature at the wall. The
relationship is then inverted numerically to determine the temperature. Measured
data [36] is then used to determine buffer conductivities from voltage/current rela
tionships. Computations are made based on plausible experimental parameters to
show the extent to which Joule heating can occur.

5.7.1.

Heat Flux at the Inner Wall

We begin with the governing equation for the temperature field, T,
V • (fcVT) = - a E \

(5.36)

where k and a are the local thermal and electrical conductivities, respectively, of the
buffer, and E is the applied field strength. The right-hand side of (5.36) is the heat
generation rate due to ohmic conduction processes.
Because the interest here is in the steady temperature profile, application of the
divergence theorem to Eqn (5.36) gives
kn • VTdA

(5.37)

where n is the unit vector normal to A;, the surface that bounds 14, the volume of
fluid contained within t h e capillary, which has a n inner radius of R\ a n d length L .
The aspect ratio B\/L <C 1. so contributions from the ends of the capillary to the
integral on the LHS of Eqn (5.37) are negligible. Given the conditions stipulated at
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the inception of the problem, i.e., that the temperature profile is steady and that
axial variations are negligible, Eqn (5.37) becomes

where
a — ^ /

rodr

R\ Jo

(5.39)

is the cross-sectionally averaged electrical conductivity, and r is the radial variable in
cylindrical coordinates. The subscript w with any denotes that the parameter's value
is that at the inner radius, Ri In dimensionless form, Eqn (5.38) reads,

The governing equations are made dimensionless by
«:(T) = ^ ,
K

A(T)-^ = ^ ,
lAT)

G^ = a^E\

(5.41)

and
e(p)=^^^,
J- w

P=^,

(5.42)

where Ri is the inner radius of the capillary.
A is now given by
X = 2 f pX{p)dp.

(5.43)

Jo
The Temperature Profile
In the preceding paper, an approximate solution for the radial temperature profile
was derived in t h e form of a power series in the dimensionless parameter S ,

,

S=
w

(5.44)
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that is valid through O(S^). To balance algebraic simplicity with numerical accuracy,
first three terms only will be used, viz.
e ( p ) = 5 0 1 (p) + s ' e 2 ( p ) + s ' O s i p )
=f (1 - fi') + ^{1 - P') [Ai(3 - /) - 24 (1 - /)]
(5.45)
+ 2304

~

I® (^3kq^ - KQJ (l - p^) + (// - 8
+ (2

+ 19) Ag

2

— 7 + l l ) A Q — ( l l p ^ — 4 3 p ^ + 3 8 ) A q K Q|

This solution is applied to (5.40), viz.
A = 1 + —AQ + — [Aq - AQKQ + 2(Ao)^]

5.7.2.

(5.46)

Evaluating the Wall Temperature

Equation (5.46) is seen to be an implicit equation for the wall temperature, Ty.. The
values of Aq, Aq, and Kq are obtained from correlations of experimental data for the
thermal and electrical conductivities. The full expressions are given in the preceding
paper [15], but here are given the terms that appear in equation (5.46),

A[,

In 10,
(5.47)

A'J =2M^ (B-j - MBi) In 10 + (Al'^Bi In 10)^
where
Bi = [165.9 + 1.053 X 10-' (293 - T^) (43 - T^)] /T^,

B.2 =1.053 X 10-"^ (Tw - 168),

(5.48)

M —T^j (Tw - 168),
and
6.229 X I Q - X
k' ==
II - 15.530 x IQ-^T^
^
-0.5612 + 6.229 x IQ-^T _ 7.760 x IQ-^T ^

^

K 4Q^
^
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Moreover, it is noted that the electrical conductivity is measured at some reference
temperature Tref, and thus
<Jvy —

= Cj-efAi-ef)

(5.50)

a and Cref will be treated as independent parameters of the system. Aref is determined
from the correlation for electrical conductivity, and is given by
Aref =

(5.51)

where
5{T) = 1.3272(293 - T") - 1.053 x 10

•

(5.52)

Equation (5.46) now reads
= Aref |l +

^ [Aq - AqK o + 2(Ao)^]
|
.

(5.53)

Substituting (5.47), (5.49), (5.51), and (5.44) into (5.53), an equation for the wall
temperature, T^, is obtained, and can be easily solved with any of a number of rootfinding algorithms. Given the functional form, it is best to use a method that does
not employ derivatives [6].
In addition, a Shanks transformation was used to accelerate convergence of the
series in S to get an even more reliable approximation. In this case, the first-order
transformation on the first three of the partial sums was employed, obtaining
a
<^ref

A

i, , 3
S{X'of
}
t + 2 12Ai - 5 [AJ - AJ/ti + 2(Ai)21 /

'

Thus here are two implicit equations for the wall temperature, T^.

5.7.3.

Results

Ohm's law relationships between applied voltage and measured current [36] have
been used to estimate conductivities a across capillary tubes with different radii.
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The experimental data used are for different thermostating devices, where it was
shown that for, a Peltier thermostat and a capillary radius of 25 microns, the buffer
temperature can be held to a temperature of 293 K, up to a large applied voltage.
The corresponding Ohm's law plot is very nearly linear. That data and that reference
temperature were used to estimate the reference conductivity (Tref to be 0.082 S/m.
Electrical current measurements were made for inner capillary radii of 25, 50, and
100 microns, with natural air and forced convection in addition to Peltier thermostat
ing. For these types of cooling, the buffer certainly runs hotter, but as will be seen,
the temperature is nearly uniform. The wall temperature as a function of voltage
with a Peltier thermostat is plotted in FIG 5.7(a). The wall temperature was com
puted using Equation (5.54). The near-uniformity of the temperature in the buffer is
reflected mathematically by the smallness of The parameter S, shown in FIG 5.7(b).
Indeed, the abbreviated form of (5.53) with the just first two terms in the bracketed
expression gives roughly the same result. One can see that the buffer runs hotter for
the wider capillary. It is noted that in the calculations behind FIG 1, the capillary
widths were adjusted from their stated values in [36] so that the observed values of
the average conductivity a are consistent with the experimental procedure that the
temperature is at 293 K when no voltage is applied. The adjusted capillary radii are
within ten percent of the stated values, a plausible discrepancy [3].
In FIG 5.8(a), there is another plot of wall temperature as a function of applied
voltage, with the widths of capillaries as per FIG 5.7, but now with forced air cooling.
With a less effective cooling than by the Peltier thermostat, the buffers run even
hotter, with temperatures as high as 340 K, for large enough voltages. It is noticed, in

FIG 5.8(b) that although these temperatures are quite high compared to the reference
temperature, the dimensionless power S is quite small, in all cases less than 0.03.
Thus, the temperature is expected to be nearly uniform in these laboratory conditions.
Now is considered the case whereby the heating is less uniform. A coinparitively
large capillary width of 100 microns and applied field of 1200 V/cm can lead to a
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vlaue of S of almost 0.1. In FIG 5.9(a), the wall temperature Ty,. for these conditions
is plotted agains the electric field, E. It can be seen that the implicit expression
(5.53) with the first two terms used gives a wall temperature accurate to within half
a degree K. The higher order expressions (5.53) and (5.54) are for these conditions
close to what the exact temperature should be for this model. Finally, it is noted
that the parameter S must also be computed implicitly, as it is dependent on the wall
temperature,

For the same conditions as in FIG 5.9(a), a plot is made of this

dimensionless heat generation, in FIG 5.9(b).
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FIGURE 5.7. (a) Wall temperature T^, plotted against applied electric field E, based
on laboratory measurements of electric current and applied field [36], with Peltier
thermostating, and capillary radii of 25 //m, 50 fim, and 100 ^m. (b) Dimensionless
power input S, plotted against applied electric field E.
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FIGURE 5.8. (a) Wall temperature
plotted against applied electric field E, based
on laboratory measurements of electric current and applied field [36], with forced air
cooling and capillary radii of 25 fim, 50 iJ,m, and 100 ^m. (b) Dimensionless power
input S, plotted against applied electric field E.
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FIGURE 5.9. (a) Wall temperature, T^, plotted against applied electric field, with
the reference and wall conductivies, Oj-d and fixed
at 0.1 S/rn. Legend; 1, T„
computed from (5.53) to 0(5*); 2, Eqn. (5.53) to 0(5'^); 3, Eqn. (5.54). (b)
Dimensionless power generation 5, plotted against applied electric field. Legend: 1,
S computed from (5.44) (5.53) to leading order; 2, Eqn. (5.53) to 0(5*); 3, Eqn.
(5.53) to 0{S'^)\ 4, Eqn. (5.54).
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FUTURE STUDY

As most research should, this work has led to many questions as well as answers.
Moreover, the work here can stand to be improved and refined, and used to further
some studies of electrophoresis.

6.1.

Drop Electrophoresis

In Chapter 3, a thin double-layer analysis was used to approximate the potential pro
file inside and outside a fluid drop. The results are quite satisfactory, meaning highly
accurate, as compared with the (exact) numerical solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation. Applying this approximation to the electrokinetic problem would be quite
cliallenging, but perhaps rewarding. Thin double-layer analysis has been employed
by Ohshima, Healy, and White to approximate the electrophoretic mobility of non
conducting spheres [41] and mercury drops [42]. Those analyses were done with the
consideration that current does not pass through the interface of the drop. In the
model presented here, the exterior and interior electrokinetics are coupled due to the
allowance of interfacial current, rendering the mathematics much more complicated.
All hope is not lost, however. It is entirely realistic to have a fluid drop with extraor
dinarily thin double-layers, corresponding to values of uk of 1000 and greater [8]. In
this case, even just one correction to the flat-plate electrostatics might provide for
a useful mobility formula, as in [41] and [42]. Indeed, the coupling of exterior and
interior electrokinetics will complicate matters, but perhaps not prohibitively.
In addition, the formulation of the electrokinetic, or mobility problem as a set of
integral equations needs to be utilised more than has been done here. It is true that
the integral equations greatly simplified the derivation of a mobility formula for small
interfacial potentials. However, they can also be used for generating approximations
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to the mobility for thin double-layers, as has been suggested in the previous paragraph.
It is also believed that this formulation would lend itself well to a numerical solution
of the electrokinetics.
Toward the end of the preparation of this thesis, it was thought to combine analytic
and numerical techniques for the electrokinetic problem. In particular, it is seen ( FIGS
3.2 and 3.3) that the double-layer approximation to the electrostatics has a very
small absolute error when compared to the nmrierical one, even outside the doublelayers. For values of qk of 100 and beyond, the error reaches a peak of roughly 5 x
10~®. So it is stated that tlie third-order approximation to the equilibrium potential
is for all intents and purposes exact. The smallness of the absolute error can be
taken advantage of in the integral formulation. It would be worthwhile to generate
a numerical solution to the integral formulation of the electrokinetic problem, using
the third-order approximation is the equilibrium potential.
A thin-double layer analysis for the general drop problem would likely help to
answer the question of to what extent the drop mobility is a function of the drop size.
When comparing the mobility formula for small interfacial potential to experimental
results (see FIG 4.4), we used zeta potentials of —66.1 and —97.1, which in the
dimensionless system are —2.64 and —3.88 respectively, and thus out of the range of
applicability for the formula. Calculations of t he small potential results with such
moderate and larger values of CE indicate more dependence of mobility on drop size.
A thin-double layer analysis would impose no restrictions on the size of the potentials,
and so would be well-suited to investigate such a dependence on size.
Finally, while the mathematical model is based on sound principles should be
generalized in some way to account for a deficit of ionic species, or a negative excess.
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6.2.

Heating in Capillary Electrophoresis

A natural extension to the present study of heating in capillary electrophoresis would
be to use the analysis of temperature variations and apply them to the fluid dynamic
model and determine expressions for the fluid velocity. Just as the results presented
have extended previously-derived expressions of the temperature variations in a cap
illary buffer, one can with the aid of these expressions do the same for the velocity
profile.
Furthermore, as previously stated, when using the implicit formula for the tem
perature at the inner capillary wall, it was surprising to see that conditions whereby
little temperature variation occurs within the capillary give rise to significant Joule
heating in the buffer. Thus the temperature in the buffer may rise significantly from
room temperature in the capillary but with little radial variation. An experiment to
verify this phenomenon would be worthwhile.

Ill

A. TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS: THE 0(5^) AND 0(5'®)-SOLUTIONS

The implicit form of the equation for the temperature field 04 (p) is
1 d
cIOa
Ppdp \ dp

' ^2
As + ^202 + 2(K')o0'^03 + (K')2(0'I

+

K30'I

+ Ki03 +

^103

+ ^202

P

(A.L)

P

+ ('^o(^i) + ^301 + 2(K')I 0'I 02
The right hand side is made explicit through substitution of equations (5.16), (5.17),
and the terms 0j from the series solution.
The solution to Eqn (A.l) is

04 =

1
15 Ko'^ - 10 «
+ n,Q ) ( 1 - / ) '
VQ fVQ T
6144
1

147456

(p® - 15/9^ + 93p^ - 211) A'o^
- (45p® - 355p^ + 941p2 - 835) A'o^f
- (50p® - 222p' + 426p- - 326) A qK o

(A.2)
+ (lip® - 85p^ + 239// - 369) A'qA
+ 2 (133 p® - 651 p^ + 969 p^ - 487) A o'^o
2 (39p® - 193p-' + 275p^ - 133) A^o'^o
+ 2 (3p' - 13p' + 23/ - 25) A™ (1 - /)
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And, at the 5th order.
I d / d05
pdp \ dp

\i +

+ k20; + 2(K')oe;e; + ^
P

+

+ 2«„eie; + (K'),(ey^ +

+

+ /V302 + 2(K')l0i03 + «40i + 2(K')20i02

(A.3)
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and
05 =J^ (104" -

+

- C + 105Ki' + ISkJ'^) (1 - p'f

(78p' - 647p» + 1953^* - 3148p" + 3503) KJAJ'
- (294// - 1556/ + 3444p^ - 4356^^ + 2894) AqAq'
- 2 (312// - 1863// + 3737// - 3163p^ + 1037) A[,4"
+ (6790// - 40260// + S1940// - 71460// + 24190) k/OAqKO
- (728// - 6427// + 19053// - 23117/r' + 11353) A'o^<
+ (32// - 243/)® + 957p^ - 1943p2 + 2457) Af
- (773// - 20373// + 6327//- - 35027// + 27948) KqAQAO
- (496p® - 2704p® + 6496/?^ - 7104p^ + 3296) <A[,'
+ (2010// - 10890//' + 25710/)' - 29490/)" + 14460)
+ (45p^ - 580p® + 3020p^ - 8080p^ + 12795) Aq^AQ
+ (p® - 24/)*' + 276/)^ - J 624// + 3651) A'q^
- 10 (I7p® - 218/)® + 1112// - 2568// + 2377)
+ 3 (897p® - 7628/)'' + 23572// - 31028p^ + 16347) Aq^^^
+ 2 (I2p® - 63// + 137// - 163p^ + 137) Ag"
- 3 (367/)^ - 2163p® + 4457// - 3983/)^ + 1382) Ao4®}
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CORRELATIONS FOR THERMAL AND Electrical Conductivity

B.

To illustrate the application of the perturbation scheme, we employ correlations used
by Davis [15] for the temperature dependence of the thermal and electrical conduc
tivity of an aqueous buffer. The correlation for the temperature dependence of the
electrical conductivity is
A(0) = exp ^^^(Bi6 + B262)lnlO

(B.la)

where
Bi

=

[165.9 + 1.053

X

10-3 (293 -Tw) (43-Tw)]/Tw,

(B.lb)

BI = 1.053 X 10-3 (TW - 168),

(B.lc)

M

(B.ld)

= T,/(R^-168),

and thus
X

=

In 10,

AK - 2 M ^ ( B 2 - M B i ) l n l O + ( M ^ B i l n l O ) \

(B.le)

(B.lf)

A'O" = -6M^ ( l - M B i l n l O )(B2-MBI) I n l O
+ (M^Bi lnlO)^

(B.lg)

A'o'" = 12M^[(2-MBilnlO)(l-MBilnlO) + B2lnlO]
X (B-j -

MBi) In 10 + {M^Bi In lO)^ .

Davis [15] remarks that (B.la d) is accurate to four significant digits.

(B.lh)
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The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity was expressed as a
quadratic polynomial, using a least-squares fitt ing of tabulated data [55]. Our co
efficients are similar to those used by Davis [15], and are accurate to one part in one
thousand. The correlation reads
k(0) = 1 + Oi0 + r>2(~)',

(B.2a)

where
ft] =

(6.229

o;2 =

-7.765

X

X

-

1.553 x

/A,

10-®r^VA,

A = -0.5612 + 6.229 x

(B.2b)

(B.2c)

- 7.765 x

(B.2d)

and
KQ

= tti,

< = 2ft,.
We note that A is the thermal conductivity at wall temperature T„.

(B.2e)

(B.2f)
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C.

Nomenclature

Drop Electrophoresis

—

Chapters 2^4

a

radius of spherical drop, iti

b

radial value used as far-field boundary, dimensionless
bulk number density for kth ion species, ra~'^
initerior bulk number density for kth ion species, m"^

Ca

Capillary number, dimensionless.

e

the elementary charge, 1.602 x 10"^^® C

Eoo

Applied electric field, V m"^

H

radial derivative of stream function at drop iiiterfacern. dimensionless

/ii, h\

radial dependence of stream function, dimensionless

A:u

Boltzmann constant, 1.381 x 10"^^ J K"^
linear adsorption coefficient of the kth ion species, dimensionless

n

unit outward normal to the interface

tI Q , U Q

equilibrium variation in number density of kth ion species,
dimensionless

rii, n\

perturbation in number density of kth ion species, dimensionless
exterior bulk number density of kth ion species, dimensionless

N

number of ionic species in solution

p,p

exterior and interior pressure, N m~^

Pa, po

exterior and interior pressure variation at equilibrium, dimensionless

Pi, Pi

exterior and interior perturbation in pressure induced by applied
field, dimensionless

Pe

Peclet number

r

radial coordinate, dimensionless
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strained coordinate, dimensionless
Tms TM

Maxwell stress tensors, N m""^

TN, T,M

stress tensors for a Newtonian fluid, N in"

T

room temperature, K

u

fluid velocity, m s"'

Us

fluid velocity, m s"^

Ue

electrophoretic velocity in laboratory reference frame, m s"'
scaled radial variable, dimensionless
valence of A:th ion species, dimensionless

Oil

straining functions, dimensionless

h

inverse straining functions, dimensionless

p

applied electric field strength, dimensionless
interphase potential difference, dimensionless

7

interfacial tension, J m~^

To

equilibrium interfacial tension, J m~^

r^G

Gibbs surface excess of kth ion species, dimensionless

ri

interfacial density of A'th ion species, m~^

rg

equilibrium interfacial density of /cth ion species, dimensionless
perturbation in interfacial density of kth. ion species induced by
applied field, dimensionless

e, e

relative permittivity of exterior and interior phases, dimensionless

c, c

exterior and interior interfacial potentials, V

CE , Ci

scaled interfacial potentials for the exterior and interior, dimensionless

K, R

exterior and interior Debye screening lengths, m"^

/i

electrochemical potential of kth ion species, J

fJ'e

electrophoretic mobility, dimensionless

Pe

charge density, C nr '

#0j ^0

exterior and interior equilibrium potential, dimensionless
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perturbation in exterior and interior potentials induced by applied

#1, #1

field, dimensionless
exterior and interior ionic potentials, dimensionless
radial dependence of ionic potentials, dimensionless
jump in potential at the interface, dimensionless

X

mobility of kth ion type, dimensionless
Superscripts
k

pertaining to the feth ionic species in solution

Subscripts
0

indicates that the quantity is it's value at equilibrium

1

indicates that the quantity is it's perturbed value from equilibrium

e

stands for 'electric'

E

denotes exterior for interfacial potential

G

stands for Gibbs; pertains to surface excesses of solutes

I

denotes interior for interfacial potential

S

indicates that the value of a variable is t hat at the drop interface

Electrophoresis Column Temperature Variations — Chapter 5
a*

molecular radius of the iih ion species in the buffer, m

By, B-z

coefficients in the correlation for electrical conductivity

c'

number density of ith ion species in the buffer, m '^

E

electric field strength, V m"'

e

the elementary charge, 1.602 x 10"'-' C

G

heat generation rate, J m""^ s'"^
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k

thermal conductivity, J s~^ in'"' K~'

L

length of the capillary

M

coefficient in the correlation for electrical conductivity

n

unit outward normal to the capillary wall

R

radius of the capillary inner wall, m

r

radial coordinate, m

S

heat generation rate, dimensionless

T

temperature, K
valence of ith ion species in the buffer, dimensionless

ai,a2

coefficients in the correlation for thermal conductivity

A

coefficient in the correlation for thermal conductivity

K

thermal conductivity of the buffer, dimensionless

A

electrical conductivity of the buffer, dimensionless

n

viscosity of the buffer

P

radial coordinate, dimensionless

a

electrical conductivity of the buffer, C V~^

e

scaled temperature, dimensionless

ij

mobility of the zth ion species in the buffer, m^ J

m"^

s"

Superscripts
i

pertaining to the ith ionic species in solution

Subscripts
Cjj

indicates that the value of a variable is that at the center line of the
capillary

ref

indicates that the value of a variable is that of a reference value

W

indicates that the value of a variable is that at the inner capillary
wall
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Analytic approximations are deri¥edfor the solution to the Poisson-Boltzraann equation as applied to a spherical emulsion drop
containing a Unary electrolyte. Particular attention is given to the
drop interior and the foimulas that result are easily evaluated. The
approximations are obtained by two separate asymptotic methods,
which are analogous to those used previously by others to describe
the electric potential profile on the exterior of a spherical colloidal
particle. The analyses apply to emulsion drops with thin double
layeis, meaning the drop radius a is lai^e compared to « a n d
K~', the respective Debye screening lengths for the exterior and
interior of the drop. Using 8 - (aj?) ' as a perturbation parameter,
we obtain a matched-asymptotic solution that adds corrections
through 0{S') to the flat-plate and Debye-Hiickel solutions of
the Poisson-Boltzmaen equation. In the process, we recover ex
pressions for the drop exterior that constitute an 0(6) Improve
ment over the previously puMished results. Through a nonlinear
transformation of the independent variable, we also derive a uni
formly valid approximation that iterattvely adds a correction to
the flat-plate problem. Each technique yields accurate solutions.
For example, the maximum relative error over the drop Interior
is on the onder of 1% for OK as low as 5 with surface potentials
as high as 250 mV. Accuracy improves for larger values of aK,
with a maximum relative error below 0.1% for aic > 15. The
asymptotic techniques are also used to obtain expressions for the
surface chaise density, with equally satisfactoiy results. © 1996
Academic Press, Inc.

Key Words: electrical double layer; Poisson-Boltxmann equa
tion; aqueous two-phase systems; colloidal dispersions; perturba
tion methods.

INTRODUCTION
Electrostatic interactions significantly influence the behav
ior of an emulsion. As with rigid particles in suspension,
the surface charge density and the electric potential distribu
tion on the exterior of the emulsified body affect the stability
of the dispersion (1), as well as rate processes such as
the scavenging of fine particles and contaminants by rising
bubbles in froth flotation (2-4).
' To whom correspondence shovild be addressed.
0021-9797/96 $18,00
Copyright © 1996 by Academic Press, Inc.
All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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While the interior electrostatics of particles are typically
of little effect, the interior electrostatics of emulsion drops
do not, in general, play a subordinate role. For example,
in aqueous two-phase partitioning (5), the distribution of
proteins and other solutes depends on the electrostatics of
both the dispersed and the continuous phases.
Similarly, the electrokinetic response of emulsion drops
to externally applied electric fields depends on the electric
potential distribution of their interior (6-8). An interesting
demonstration of this has been reported by Brooks et al.
(9), who found that, for aqueous two-phase dispersions
formed from dextran and polyethylene glycol, the direction
of drop electrophoresis could not be inferred directly from
the electrostatic potential difference between the phases that
are separated by the drop surface. To explain their results.
Brooks et al. (9) postulated the existence of electric dipoles
adsorbed to the drop surface, which cause an apparent dis
continuity in the electric potential at the interface.
Technical interest in the imposition of electric fields on
emulsion drops involves such applications as the use of the
drop response to characterize the surface charge density by
electrophoretic measurements (10); to electrokinetically demix, or break, emulsions due to relative motion between
neighboring drops (11-14); and to enhance heat and mass
transfer throughout space-filling dispersions by driving cir
culations in and about the individual drops (15).
While numerical descriptions of the electrokinetic behav
ior of drops are available (8, 16), analytic theories are not
nearly as prevalent as they are for the well-studied case of
colloidal particles. Booth (6) provides an analysis along the
lines of that originally done by Henry for rigid bodies (17),
examining drop electrophoresis in the absence of relaxation
effects or charge rearrangement on the drop surface. The
Booth theory applies to drops with uniformly distributed
interior charge, as well as to drops with a conventional
Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer on their interior. Nevertheless,
in cases where the ^-potential of the drop is not in some
sense small, the Booth analysis does not strictly apply.
We have set out here to lay the groundwork for an analytic
theory of electrokinetic effects with emulsion drops, which
will apply when polarization and relaxation effects are im
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ELECTRICAL DOUBLE LAYER OF EMULSION DROPS

portant and which will account for the ionic transport pro
cesses that can obtain on the drop interior. Accordingly, the
focus of this work is to develop analytic descriptions of the
electrical double layer on the inside of a sphere whose sur
face is at a prescribed potential ^. Working from this repre
sentation of the double layer structure, one can, in principle,
go on to develop descriptions of the electrokinetics, as Ohshiina et al. (18) have done for charged mercury drops in
electrolyte solutions.
Considering that the interface of an emulsion drop is molecularly thin, we wiE in our treatment of the electrostatics
problem assume that the interface has negligible thickness
compared to the Debye screening length. We can then treat
the electrostatics of the interior separate from that of the
well-studied exterior. Additionally, this allows us to specify
different surface (or zeta) potentials for the interior and
exterior sides of the interface and thereby accommodate the
possibility of surface dipoles, as suggested by Brooks et al.
(9). It should be noted, though, that the thickness of the
interface in aqueous two-phase dispersions is on the order
of the polymer size and, thus, may be comparable to, or
even exceed, the Debye length. To account for the effects
of interfaciai thickness on the structure of the equilibrium
double layer, one would presumably need to prescribe addi
tional constraints on the variation of the electric potential
across the phase boundary, which, as noted, we wiU not do.
In this paper, we examine the electrostatics of an emulsion
drop in a system for which the immiscible phases are z-z
electrolytes that are neutral in the bulk. Accordingly, diffuse
layers of charge exist on both sides of the interface, though
the ionic strength of the interior will not generally be the
same as that of the exterior. In particular, we analyze the
case wherein the diffu.se layers are thin compared to the drop
radius a. Thus, to leading order, the problem reduces to
finding the potential that sandwiches a flat plate of charge.
Corrections to the flat-plate solution are obtained by per
turbation methods, where use is made of a small parameter
6 s 1/(OK), the ratio of the Debye screening length FC~'
to the drop radius a. Here, k refers to the Debye-HUckel
parameter for the drop interior. Analytic expressions for the
electrostatic potential in the drop exterior have been derived
by Ohshima et al. (19) and Natarajan and Schechter (20),
among others. Owing to the surface tension, the problem for
the exterior is the same as that for a charged, rigidly spherical
colloidal particle, to which their analyses pertained. The bulk
of this paper applies their respective techniques to the com
plementary problem for the interior.
Neither technique proves to be as robust as when applied
to the case of the unbounded exterior region. Insofar as the
drop interior is a bounded domain, a value of 6 ^ 1/3
precludes the existence of a region wherein the electrostatic
potential has decayed so much as to warrant the classical
Debye-HUckel linearization. Such a region exists in the ex
terior, irrespective of whether 6 is small. Consequently, accu-
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racy of the asymptotic solutions for the interior begins to
erode for 6^1/3.
To begin, we use the method of Natarajan and Schechter
(NS) to construct a strained coordinate expansion around
the Gouy-Chapman solution for a flat plate of charge. We
find that the NS method gives a solution that is remarkably
accurate within a Debye length or two of the surface, and
as might be expected, the solution exhibits some degree of
symmetry (or antisymmetry) of algebraic form with respect
to the corrections to the flat-plate solution for the exterior
problem. The strained coordinate solution is accurate to
0{6^), which represents an 0(6) improvement on the NS
work (20),
We then resolve the problem by the method of Ohshima,
Healy, and White (OHW). This involves a change of vari
ables that removes the singular nature of the perturbation,
followed by an iteration procedure which provides a correc
tion to the flat-plate approximation. The OHW method turns
out to be slightly better suited for the exterior problem than
for the interior, due to the nature of the boundary conditions
distal to the interface. Nonetheless, for thin double layers,
results for the interior problem are still quite good, and the
relative error is less than 0.5% for values of 5 < 0.1. A
virtue of the OHW technique is that the resulting expression
is uniformly valid, whereas the NS approach yields one ex
pression that is appropriate within several Debye layers of
the drop surface, and another that is tailored to the balance
of the drop interior.
Following the derivation of electrostatic potential expres
sions and a discussion of their accuracy, we convert the
solutions for the electrostatic potential from the strained co
ordinate approach into expressions for the surface charge
density, using the relationship between the charge density
and the potential gradients. The expression generated by the
iteration procedure can also be applied to obtain an expres
sion for the surface charge density, but in this case, a more
straightforward iteration procedure—one which does not
employ the aforementionedchange of variables—yields bet
ter results. Following a discussion of the accuracy of the
results for surface charge density, the paper concludes with
a few summary remarks.
THE SPHERICAL POISSON-BOLTZMANN EQUATION
ON THE INTERIOR OF A SPHERE
Picture a charged spherical emulsion drop which contains
a z-z electrolyte, and which has a uniform charge distribu
tion on its surface. Suppose, with no loss in generality, that
the excess charge on the surface is positive. At equihbrium,
this surface charge creates an excess of negative ions and a
shortage of positive ions local to the surface, with their
respective number densities decaying and growing radially
toward the drop center. The electrostatic potential if) will
accordingly tend toward the interphase potential difference
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Alp, in a manner obeying the spherical Poisson- BoUzmann
equation, viz.
Vji/*

=

ze
—
I
zeniexp (lA - AIA)
ksT
«o L
L

7P
zen^exp 7^(11' - Ai/f)
K-qI

[1]

The symbol Vj denotes the spherically symmetric Laplacian
operator, e is the relative electric permittivity of the electro
lyte, fio is the permittivity of free space, e is the charge of
a proton, k^T is the BoUzmann temperature, and nt and
nZ are the number densities of the positive and negative
ions, respectively, when tfi = Ai/». Consequently, n t = nZ
— ru.. Equation [1] thus simplifies to

-t- - driji —
r

eeo

sinhl
(ip — AI/F)J
Ai/r)
SINHJ^^(I/F

[2]

lkj,T

The boundary condition for the drop surface is that ipia) is
the zeta potential, By spherical symmetry, dr^l' = 0 at the
center of the drop, where r = 0.
To put the equation is dimensionless form, we write
=

k^T

[3]

We then have

dj4> + J detp = A^sinh ^

[4]

where ^ = ok and
= {Iz^e ^nJeeofi^T)"^'^ is the wellknown Debye length. Then HA = 6 is the dimensionless
Debye length scaled on the particle radius a. The boundary
conditions now read

<^.(1) = C = —(? - A.A), 9,-^(0) = 0.
kuT

for <j>, i.e., (f) ss 0, satisfies the boundary condition at the
drop center and is not a bad approximation to the actual
solution outside of the first several Debye lengths from the
surface (for a thin double layer, i.e., large A, the potential
is very small throughout most of the drop). Unfortunately,
the trivial solution does not satisfy the boundary condition
on the drop surface. Moreover, any correction terms, derived
in a regular perturbation scheme that satisfies the surface
boundary value, cannot make the improved solution con
verge uniformly to the leading order solution
= 0 in the
Umit of large A. This singular behavior suggests that, to
construct a solution for (p near the drop surface, one must
choose a length scale other than a to characterize variations
in 4> within a layer near the surface boundary. Due to the
ions' interactions with the surfacc charge, the radial deriva
tive of the electrostatic potential is much larger within one
Debye length k~' of the drop surface than in the remainder
of the drop interior. Accordingly, the appropriate length scale
for this boundary layer is the Debye screening length, as is
well known. Indeed, if we scale the distance from the drop
surface on K~\ the term containing the highest derivative
on the left-hand side of Eq. [4] will balance with the righthand side. Thus, aperturbation solution of the rescaled equa
tion willbe valid throughout the boundary layer, and perhaps
within several Debye lengths of the drop surface.
The method of matched asymptotics was employed by
NS to solve Eq. [4] for the exterior of a colloidal sphere;
the specific method used was that of strained coordinates.
In an alternative treatment of the exterior problem, it was
shown by OHW that a judicious change of variables in Eq.
[4] can facilitate an asymptotic expansion which is uni
formly vahd over the entire radial domain. Their (nonlinear)
change of variables provided for the appropriate rescaling of
radial distance local to the drop surface without significantly
altering the balance of the equation far from the surface.
Here, after first developing a strained coordinate solution to
Eq. [4], we will rework the problem using the strategy of
OHW, though we will invoke a change of variables that is
more appropriate for the drop interior.

[5]

This form of the boundary value problem, Eqs. [4] and [5 ],
will be referred to frequently, although the tilde on r will
be suppressed with the understanding that the radial coordi
nate is henceforth dimensionless.
SINGULAR BEHAVIOR FOR THIN DOUBLE LAYERS
For large values of U K , Eq. [4] is tradable to boundarylayer techniques. One can see this by noticing that near the
drop surface, the particle radius is not in fact the length scale
on which 0{<p) variations in <p occur. If we consider the
limit of large A in Eq. [4], we see that the trivial solution

MATCHED ASYMPTOTICS
As mentioned, the electrostatic potential decays rapidly
within one Debye length of the drop surface. The electro
static potential in the region | r - 11 S> 5 is therefore
small enough that sinh (p
<p. Thus, to get a solution
valid in this "outer" region, we use the following approx
imation to Eq. [4]:

,

2

~r ^r^ouE

1
6-

^out

0, dr(l>(0) = 0. [6]

Equation [6] is a spherical Bessel equation, whose solution
is readily available (21), viz.
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, sinh(r/5)

[7]

The coefficient C is not yet determined, since we cannot
apply the boundary condition for r = 1 to the outer solution.
Instead, C must be established by asymptotically matching
(f>oM with a solution
which is valid within the boundary
layer | r - 11 = 0(6).

and it will be the expansion of s in terms of x that will
provide the corrections to the flat-plate solution [12]. The
remaining differential equations (urn out to be of the form
a'!(s) - 2q(s)a'i(s) = ri(s),

q(s)

1 +

[14]

1 — P'e

and the right-hand side functions r,- include solutions of the
previous equations in the hierarchy, viz.
= -2,

[8]
This change of variables is suggested by the fact that, in the
double layer, K"' is the suitable reference length as opposed
to the drop radius a and is equivalent to rescaling the distance
from the drop surface on K ' in the original (dimensional)
coordinate.
Thus r = \ — 6x and d4> =
Substituting these
into [4], we get
25

1

6x

= sinh <^i„,

^,„(0) = C.

[9]

After van Dyke (22) and NS, we seek an inner, or boundary
layer, solution <^i„ by expanding the dependent variable <f>,„
and independent variable x in powers of 6, i.e.,

<l>m = (f>0 + 501 +
.X = s
6ai(s) -t- S^a2(s) +
-I-

+ • • •,
6^^3(5) -!-•••,

[10]
[11]

and then substitute into [9]. The condition that a/(0) = 0
for each i will be imposed, so that s will vanish with x; i.e.,
there is no straining of the coordinate on the drop surface.
Upon substituting Eqs. [10] and [11] into Eq. [9], a hierar
chy of differential equations based on orders of 6 results.
As done by NS for the drop exterior, we choose the a/s
such that 4)1 = 0 for i » 1. This will allow corrections to
the flat-plate solution (5 = 0) to be obtained from Eq. [12]
(see below), according to the expansion of the new indepen
dent variable s in tenns of x (compare Eqs. [11] and [25]).
The first, or leading order, equation in the hierarchy of
differential equations is the flat-plate problem, but with s as
the independent variable. Its solution is therefore
= 4 tanh \ p e

p = tanh(^/4).

[12]

[13]

where

Inner Solution
To find a boundary layer, or inner solution, we must first
suitably re scale the spatial variable. This will be done by
considering the distance away from the drop surface and
scaling it on 6, i.e..

( = 1 ,2,3,...,

[15]

rzis) = \oL[a" — a{ — 2s,

[16]

and

-1)

'"aC.s)

- 2ai - 4a[s - 2s^ + a^(3a'; + 2).

[17]

Integration of Eq. [13] is straightforward, and the con
stants of integration all turn out to be zero. This is due to
the requirement that a, (0) = 0 for each 1 and the need to
discard exponentially growing terms, as these terms would
render </)i„ incompatible with the outer solution [7]. For i =
2, the right-hand sides turn out to be the same as for the
exterior problem (20), and for / = 1 and 3, the right-hand
sides are the negatives of those for the exterior problem. In
the case of the flat-plate problem, the solutions for the inte
rior and exterior are of identical form, as there is no defini
tion of interior or exterior for a flat plate of charge. For i =
1, which provides the first-order correction due to the curva
ture of the surface, the opposite signs indicate that in the
exterior, the decay of electrostatic potential radiaUy away
from the drop surface is faster than for a flat plate of charge,
while in the interior, the decay is slower to leading order.
Carrying out the solution as described above, we find that

«i(s) =

[18]

= TT + •« - 2;)-(l - e~^') -I- ^(1 - e"*')
2
o
+

- - Lis) - (I -p*) ln(l - p^)
4p^p^e'^his),

[19]
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where

s

as an

• • •,

[25]

To obtain corrections to Eq. [12], we express
expansion in terms of x

h{s} = ln(l

—

p e

)

and
s = X + 6/3, (

/.(v) =

IELLJIJ,, [20]
t
^ ,p'^e

x ) + S ^ p i i x ) + S^03(x) +

r

by inverting Eq. [11], which yields

and

«3(4') = J + Y [3 +

^

4^

2

—
2

Pi(x) = - a i W ,

[26]

Piix) = -~a\{x)l3i{x) - aiix),

[27]

and

2
_

^' — -p~e ^'h{s) + 2
2

«
o

1,

p2(i _

8
J

+

[his)e''

(i^ix) = -ai{x)P2{x) - a2(x)pi(x)
-|a,"(x)/5?W - a^U). [28]

- ft(0)]

o

4. 2.p^hisye"*'

A(s)1
J

Note that Pi{x) and P^{x) are simply the negatives of the
- /!(0)] + — p" — -corresponding functions in the NS solution to the exterior
8
4
problem, and/32(x) is equivalent to its exterior counterpart.
g
We now have three terms of [25] to substitute into [12],
- h{0)] - -p^[h(s)e~^'
resulting in the boundary-layer solution

_ /,(0)] - —p'^[l -

^ tanh~'(p exp{-[x + SP,ix)

12'

- {^ +

+ 6-/3,(x) + S'P.ix) + 0(6")]}).

lnp^/2(i) + i
^

2 ' ' '

f '"

In f ln(l -•

One can see from Eqs. [19], [21], [27], and [28] that
explicit representations of Pi and are extraordinarily com
plicated. It is considerably simpler in practice to calculate
these functions as they are given in Eqs. [27] and [28]; /Ss,
like aj, has not been previously reported in the literature.

where

,. .

his) =

Vp~e

[29]

t)

dt.

[22]

t

To our knowledge, the function a,(s) has not been previously denved.
Through change of variables and integration by parts,
Ms) and Ms) can be rewritten as

Matching the Inner and Outer Solutions
The inner solution (fim can now be used to determine the
coefficient that appears in Eq. [7]. We do this by matching
asymptotically the behavior of the outer solution as r aplarge

x.

So that we can match in the same coordinates, we

will first rewrite Eq. [7] in the inner variable, according to

his) =-4

1
Jo 1 -

—-dt + Is' + 2his)
pe

[23]

'^1-

'•®-'
, sinh(6 ' ~^
J _ |5jf

and
4

f

1

lit - 1 v'

Jo 1 — p e
- 2i^ln(l —

'

[30]

Using an identity for hyperbolic functions, Eq. [30] can be
expressed as

3

p^e~^') + 2 In phis).

x)

[24]

The integrals in Eqs. [23] and [24] are Debye functions,
which are tabulated in (21). In addition, his) and his) can
be easily calculated numerically.

= Y~ sinh0^[e-- + 0(6)].

[31]

Noting that 61x = 1 at precisely one Debye length from the
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surface, we see from liq. [31] that as we approach the bound
ary layer from within the drop.

C sinhj - je '[1 + Sx + S'x^ +

+ 0(6")].

•0)

By matching [32] and [35], we see that the coefficient
C for the outer solution is

C=

4p
sinh( l /6)

1- S

[32]

-7
Equation [32] will be matched to the asymptotic behavior
of <f)j„ for large x.
To determine the behavior of </»„, we first notice that for
large X , t a n b ' \ p e ' ' ' ' ^ )
, and then make use of
the respective asymptotic forms of the Pi's, e.g..

Pi

[33]

Y

Y = Ap 1

1

47

+ ip")

El +
2

- 72

•>]

5

— p ^ - 2p* + — p " + {2 + I3p^ - l&p"
12'

hi(l - p^

8p"

U ( l + l n p ) hi^)

- l:hM- [34]

This gives

with p = tanh

ze

4KT

(C - AIA)

[39]

We thus have as our desired representation of the outer
solution
e '"[1 + Sx

4>m ~ 4p exp

sinh(r/(5)
sinh( l /6)

+ 6'-x'-+

+ 0(6*)],

[40]

[35]
where Y is accurate through O(); the analogous expression
for the drop exterior is

where

72

[38]

where the exponential part of this coefficient has been exPonded as a power series in 5.
The product of 4p and the bracketed terms in Eq. [38]
form a power series estimate of what Loeb et al. (23) caO
the reduced surface potential, viz.

where

73 = 4

+ ^3 ) + O(S')

= Y-

1 + 6p^
(l_^ln(i

^ 2/j(<x.)

[41]

where
[36]
Y = 4p

The integrals in 72 and 73 can be evaluated numerically or
recast as zeta functions, by using Eqs. [23] and [24] and
the relationship

r

—— — dt = n iCiti
_ e -1

+ 1).

+6 ^ ^ - ^ y 2+ y,]+0(6')

[37]

The zeta function can be found in standard mathematical
tables. It is also noted that/s(00) contains an integrablesingularity which can be avoided through integration by parts,
This would be helpful to numerical integration.

with p — tanh

[42]

which NS obtained through 0(6^). Here, f and ^ denote
the zeta potential of the surface as viewed from the drop
interior and exterior, respectively.
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ITERATION PROCEBUSE: NONLINEAR RESCALING

+ sd,<p

Now we will implement another method for improving
the flat-plate approximation to the solution of the PoissonBoltzmann equation, namely an iteration technique. Such a
method was employed successfully by OHW to derive an
expression for the equilibrium potential exterior to the drop.
Following OHW, we wiM rescale the independent variable
in Eq. [4] according to

= sinh 4> +

R = Ar.

[43]

This is equivalent to scaling the original dimensional radial
coordinate on the Debye screeninglength « . The boundary
value problem then reads

dl(l> H—
R

= sinh

(j><

4> = ^ at R = A, di4> = 0 at

[44]
= 0.

[45]

Rewriting the outer solution [40] according to Eq. [43], we
see that the solutionin the region far from the particle surface
behaves as

A sinh R
R sinh A

[46]

where c is the reduced surface potential and is order one.
Thus, if we evaluate [46] at the drop surface {R = A), we
should expect a value of order one.
Consider the change of independent variable

2A - 1 F(i?)(sinh (fy
(A - 1)'

— sds4>),

['^8]

where
i?" - (i? coth

A - 1

F(R} =

R coth R - I

2A

R - ly
1
[49]

with the boundary conditions

sdjif> = c _ ^

= ^ at i = 1,

sinh

A

at s ~

^
sinh

A

.

[50]

The constant c, which appears in Eq. [46] and the boundary
condition at the drop center, is unknown, but based on our
analysis to this point, it is 0(1). Prescribing sd,,4> at the
drop center wouldrequire Isnowledge of both (t> and its radial
derivative there. In the exterior problem, the boundary analo
gous to the drop center is an infinite radial distance from
the drop. For that problem, we have knowledge of both tp
and its first derivative in the "far field." In particular, we
know that they both tend to zero as r
oo, thereby making
sd,,(f) = 0 the far-field boundary condition. For Eq. [48],
we do not know the value of 4> at the drop center, but we
will use the fact that
is very small there for large A.
Since F(R) is 0(1) for i? » 4, i.e., in the region near
the particle surface, the iteration procedure is to replace the
right-hand side of Eq. [48] with its limit for A -> =o, which
involves (po, the flat-plate approximation of the solution.
Because
sdg<f>o —

2 sinh((/io/2)

[51]

«= 2 sinh(<^/2),

Eq. [48] becomes
-1- sds<i> — sinh 4>

A sinh R
R sinh A '

[47]

where s is not to be confused with that in the previous
section. Note that d^s » 1 near the drop surface, i.e., for R
A. The rescaling in Eq. [43] is thus unaffected near the
surface when we cast the system in the new variable s. This
is desirable, since the rescaling reflects the fact that the
Debye length is the characteristic length scale local to the
surface. What the change of variable in Eq. [47] will do is
allow us to rewrite Eq. [44] in a fashion suitable to a pertur
bation technique while preserving the balance of terms
throughout the entire radial domain.
Substituting Eq. [47] into Eq. [44] yields upon rearrange
ment

^

[

(A

s

i

1)

n

h

-2sinh(<^/2)],

A

1 ,

[ 5 2 ]

which can be solved to obtain a correction to the flat-plate
solution. Integrating Eq. [52] once gives

4A^
ifw -.mc)],
(A ~ 1)[53]
where

fW
2A - 1
1 -

cosh"(</)/4) j

[54]
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and 4>o is the electrostatic potential at the drop center. While
Eq. [53] is separable, an exact solution becomes all but
unmanageable, due to the presence of the constant/(<^c)-*
At this stage, it is important to remember that the analysis
done here is for the case of a thin double layer, and so the
potential far from the surface is very small, even if nonzero.
Using the secondboundary condition in Eq. [ 50 ], and taking
the leading-order approximations of the sinh and cosh func
tions in f{4>c) (cf. Eq. [54]), causes the expression

0.25
0.2

0.15
0.1

§
<9

0.05

0

1 °
I -0.05
-0.1

442
—jm
(A - D"

[55]

-0.15
-0.2

to vanish. Equation [53 ] thus can be integrated to obtain

-0.25
0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

radial coordinate (dirrtsnsionless)

FIG. 1. Percentage of relative error of asymptotic solutions to the spher
ical Poisson-BoKzmann equation (Eq. [4]), which appear as Eqs. [29],
[40], and [56], as functions of dimensionlessradial distance ria from the
drop center, for gk = 10 and ^ = 5. The region from 0.9 to 1.0 in the
radial coordinate represents the first Debye layer.

L(i - c,i)(i - C25)J
where

Ci = tanh(C/4)( 1

—

100 X

1,

1 + T-——tanh^(^/4)
(A - 1)
Ci — —Ci/(2A — I),

[57]

[58]

and the subscript nlr indicates that this solution results from
the nonlinear rescaUng. Equation [56] closely resembles the
formula for the electrostatic potential obtained by OHW for
the exterior of the drop.
ACCURACY OF SOLUTIONS
The formulas derived in the previous sections, namely
Eqs. [29], [40], and [56], have been tested against numeri
cal solutions of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The nu
merical solutions were obtained by using a shooting algo
rithm in conjunction with a standard fourth-Zfifth-order
Runge-Kutta integration package. Figure 1 shows a repre
sentative graph of the percentage of relative error of these
three solutions as a function of dimensionless particle radius,
for OK = 10 and ? = 5. The percentage of relative error is
given by the famiMar formula
^ This case deviates from that of OHW, for the far-field boundary value
of (f) in the exterior problem is zero, and so in their treatment, the expression
analogous
is zero.

0m

')•

[59]

where
is the numerical solution and </»approx is the ana
lytic solution being tested.
We can see in Fig. 1 that <^i„ is optimally accurate within
one Debye length of the drop surface (0.9 s r ss 1), with
a percentage of relative error of order 10 or lower through
out this boundary layer. Going radiaUy inward, the accuracy
begins to drop off considerably two Debye lengths from the
surface. The third-order solution [29] agrees with the exact
solution to one more decimal place than does the correspond
ing solution with two correction terms, maintaining 0.02%
accuracy within two Debye lengths of the surface in this
example. That «K is large ensures the accuracy of
too,
since for such values the potential wiU decay significantly
within the drop. This justifies the approximation sinh (f> ^
4> used in Eq. [6] and allows Fto be written as an expansion
in 6.It is at roughly two Debye lengths that the outer solution
begins to reach its optimal accuracy as one traverses radially
inward.
A crude way of obtaining a uniformly valid solution from
the inner and outer solutions would be to "change where
the two curves cross" (22) if one looked at the correspond
ing graph of the absolute value of the relative error (or in
case the two curves do not intersect, the point of minimal
difference between the two). In Fig. 1, the intersection point
occurs close to three Debye lengths from the surface. In the
absence of a numerical solution, one could identify this point
as that at which the graphs of
and
intersect.
In Fig. 2a, we have plotted the crossing point of the inner
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FIG. 2. (a) Radial coordinate at whicli the percentage of relative error for 4>iv. and
potentials, (b) Percentage of relative error at the intersection of the error curves.
and outer solutions as a function of aK, for various potentials
Note that this point in most cases is two to four Debye
lengths from the surface. We can infer from this that for
values of QK
3, there is no matching region. Mathemati
cally this implies that the method, and hence the solution,
breaks down for these values, as the method depends on
asymptotic matching. This is evident in Figs. 2 and 3.
Figure 2b gives the error of 4>m at the point where
and
differ least. When the solutions do cross, as is usually
the case (cf. Fig. 2a), this error is the maximum error of
the composite solution obtained by taking the inner solution
for r greater than the crossing point and the outer solution
for r less than this value. Neither function in Figs. 2a and
2b seems to vary smoothly with a/c, so we have plotted
values at discrete points to give a sense of the behavior.

are equal, expressed as a function of cik for several zeta

Figure 3 shows the relative percentage of error of </>out at
the drop center as a function of aK. As shown in Fig. 1, the
accuracy at the center persists throughout most of the drop
for large values of aK. One can see from Fig. 3 that the error
is large for aK ^ 3, since there is no region in which the
Debye-Hiickel linearization holds. When aK = 3, the center
of the drop is but three Debye lengths from the surface and
the potential has not decayed to a value small enough to
permit the linearization.
In Fig. 4, the maximum percentage of relative error of 0in
over the first Debye layer (1 — 6<r<l)is plotted against
aK for several values of
Note the (expected) trend toward
higher accuracy with increasing QK. The solutions are least

g
30
8
7

25
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20
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5
15

4
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1
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FIG. 3. Percentage of relative error of 4>OMX evaluated at the drop center,
as a function of qk, for various values of ^.

FIG. 4. Maximum percentage of relative error of
as a function of
For each value of QK, the maximum error is
calculated over the first Debye layer only.
AK, for various values of
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tion of aK. As with the boundary layer analysis, 4>„ir breaks
down for UK
3. This is so because the approximations
that caused the vanishing of expression [55 ] are not justified
in the absence of an outer region. Moreover, the change of
independent variable in Eq. [47] is based on the form of
Eq. [46], which is not valid for small UK.
SURFACE CHARGE DENSITY
The calculations made in the previous sections readily
lend themselves to computation of the surface charge density
of the drop. Classical electrostatics dictates that, for a spheri
cal drop surface,

qlta = -ed^lr^a + ^drtpl.
FIG. 5. Majtimum percentage of relative error of
as a function of
OK, for various values
The domain for calculating the error is the entire
drop interior.

where q is the (dimensional) surface charge density. Note
that whenever it is not clear from the context, overbars are
used to indicate that the variables refer to the drop interior.
In dimensionless form, Eq. [62] reads

accurate several Debye lengths away from the surface, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
In classical matched asymptotics, the sum

'Aunif

^out

0in

[60]

(aK)cr =

+ S'x')

+ - d,<f)

[63]

€

where UK is for the exterior and

( UiJCBT \
V — )

would typically be used to obtain an estimate of 4> that is
useful over the entire drop interior. In this case.
Ye "'(1 + Sx +

[62]

[64]
•

[61]
Matched Asymptotics: Strained Coordinate Method

and unfortunately,
does not provide a uniformly valid
solution. To see why, we note that the 0(6*) error term in
Eq. [35] really behaves as (&)''. Outside of the boundary
layer, where Sx > I, this term will become quite large,
causing a significant difference between
and </)maich for
large x. Success of Eq. [60] depends on 4>„ach accurately
estimating the inner solution in the outer region and vice
versa, which is not necessarily equivalent to matching the
inner and outer solutions asymptotically.
On the other hand, the solution <ji^^ obtained from the
nonlinear reseating and iteration is uniformly accurate (cf.
Eq. [56]). For the case shown in Fig. 1, the maximum
percentage of relative error of roughly 0.2%. This accuracy
is comparable to that obtained by OHW for the exterior of
the drop. The uniform validity is plainly an advantage of
Eq. [56] over the solutions <^i„ and <^)ou, obtained through
matched asymptotics, though
is not as accurate as (j>,„
and 4>oux in their respective regions. Equation [56] is also
much simpler to implement and contains no analytically in
tractable integrals.
Figure 5 contains plots of the maximum percentage of
relative error of 4>mi over the entire drop interior, as a func-

To apply the strained coordinate approach for calculating
a, we make use of Eq. [11], as well as the NS results for
the exterior. Rescaling the interior and exterior radial coordi
nates on S and 6, respectively, recasts Eq. [63] as

<T =

~--d^

€K

[65]

Finally, we express Eq. [65] in terms of the strained coordi
nates 5 and rby applying the chain rule. For the drop interior,

=m) + 6/i(p-) + 6^ flip) + S'Up) + 0{6*),
tanh

ze

'iksT

(C - A.A)

[66]

where

MP )

1

flip) = -4^,

[67]

[68]
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Jl4> — sinh

(f) -i — F(4>)>
A

173]

where

F{4') =

•

djfj.

[74]

The procedure here is to successively substitute approxima
tions to F(i^) in the limit of large A, starting with the expres
sion we get from the flat-plate approximation to cj), and
integrating the resulting differential equation.
Because the flat-plate approximation gives

dA'o
HG. 6. Percentage of relative error of the analytic estimates of the
interior surface potential gradient from the strained coordinate expansion,
Eq. [66], as a function of OK, for various values of

flip) = -2p(l -f)

-2

sinh((^/2).

[75]

F((^o) is also -2 sinh(<;bo/2) in the limit of large A. We
look to obtain an improved approximation to
by substi
tuting this limiting form into Eq. [73] and integrating via
reduction of order, to get

[69]

8,4
and

/sinh^(<^/2) — — sinh"(^/4)
m) = (1

-pr')f2ip)-

[70]

The analytic approximation of the interior gradient is quite
accurate for thin double layers, as can be seen in Fig. 6. As
was the case for the potential functions, Eq. [66] becomes
unreliable for a K ^ 3 .
To obtain the derivative for the drop exterior, it suffices
to recall that

o!; = ( —l )'aj,

i = 1, 2, 3,

[71]

and that the flat-plate solutions for the interior and exterior
are identical. Therefore,

= -2.,

- ^sinh^(<^c/ 2 ) - J sinh -(</>c/4)^

[76]

where again,
is the (unknown) potential at the drop
center.
Considering that for large A,
is very small, especially
compared to the potential at the drop surface, we will ignore
those terms in Eq. [76] that contain and expand the square
root on the RHS of Eq. [76]. To first order in 1/A, we
obtain

d^4> — ""2 sinh(<^/2)

1
\ A cosh (<^/4)

[77]

d^\x=o =fo(p) - Sfiip) + S^foip)
-

+ 0(5"), p =

[72]

The accuracy of Eq. [72] for the exterior potential gradient
has been discussed by NS. and Eqs. [65], [66], and [72]
yield a very accurate expression for the charge density.
Iteration Procedure
As suggested by OHW, Eq. [9] lends it.self to an iteration
procedure as well as a strained coordinate analysis. In partic
ular, we write for the interior

where \ is a fitting parameter. We set X = 2 so as to obtain
the correct limiting form of the first derivative of ct> at x =
0, for small ^-potentials, while allowing Eq. [77] to be as
ymptotically equivalent to Eq. [76].
Recalling that the limiting form of Eq. [74] for large A
is 8,4'' we substitute [77] for F((/») in Eq. [73 ] andintegrate,
obtaining
1,1=0 = -2 sinh(;/2)
2

8 ln[cosh(;/4)]

A cosh"(^/4)

A^sinh^(^/2)

[78]
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^ = 10, the errors from Eqs. [66] and [78] are roughly 1
X lO^' in this range of UK.
Note also the increasing accuracy with increasing ^. This
is perhaps unexpected, since the analyses are in part based
on matching the behavior of 4> in the region local to the
surface with a far-field, linearized solution, which is less
valid for larger potentials. One must consider, however, that
a large surface potential is caused by a sizeable surface
charge, and that we are measuring accuracy by relative error.

1
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FIG. 7. Percentage of relative error of the analytic estimates of the
interior surface potential gradient from the iteration technique, Eq. [78J,
as a function of aK, for various values of

if we again ignore the terms with
In Fig. 7, Eq. [78] is
compared to the numerical calculations. Note the similarity
to Fig. 6 for values of QK close to 3.
The surface charge density follows from substituting Eq.
[78] and the OHW expression for the exterior surface gradi
ent into Eq. [65], viz.

- 7

c-nh^r/7^ h
)-y

•

^
A cosh^(^/4)

I 8 ln[cosh(C74)T
A^smh^(C/2)

+ 2--sinh(C/2)
eA

j
y

2
ii'cosh^(^/4)

8 In[cosh(C/^
,C-MnhMX/2)

where Q is understood to be in scaled form.
ACCURACY OF CHARGE DENSITY RESULTS
The expressions for the interior surface potential gradient
have also been tested against numerical solutions. The accu
racy of Eq. [66] as a function of uk for several values of
^ is given in Fig. 6, and similarly for Eq. [78] in Fig. 7.
As is the case for the approximations of <j), accuracy breaks
down for UK ^ 3 .
For small and large values of OK, there is not much differ
ence in accuracy between the expressions in Eqs. [66] and
[78]. For ^ = 1, the percentage of relative error of Eq. [66]
varies from 7 x 10"^ to 2 x 10"^ as UK goes from 15 to
20. The corresponding errors for Eq. [78] in this range of
OK are slightly smaller, viz. 2 x 10^^ to 0.5 X 10"'. For

Previous analyses of the equilibrium double layer of a
charged spherical particle have been adapted to the interior
of an emulsion drop, with comparable success for uk consid
erably greater than 3. The expression <f>j„ is an excellent
boundary layer solution, and derivation of the third correc
tion to the flat-plate solution improves the accuracy of the
outer solutions for both the interior and the exterior of the
drop. Other than the asymptotic series, we have made no
attempt to empirically derive a formula for the reduced sur
face potential F for the interior, as Loeb et al. (23) have
done for the exterior. For the exterior, the solution to the
linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation can be arbitrarily
accurate, given enough distance from the drop surface and
the appropriate reduced surface potential constant. This is
simply not so for the drop interior.
Computation of a fourth correction to the flat-plate solu
tion would be conceptually straightforward, as indicated in
Eq. [13]. However, the complexity of the second- and thirdorder corrections indicates that such a term would be rather
unwieldy; at 0(6") the computational simplicity of the ana
lytic solution is forfeited and it would seem easier to numeri
cally integrate the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [4],
The expression
obtained from nonlinear rescaling and
iteration is clearly simpler to calculate than both
and
at the expense of some accuracy. Also, it may be possi
ble that better approximations of the constants in Eq. [53]
may lead to an improved result.
Improvement of the surface charge density expressions
by the strained coordinate method would require computa
tion of ai(s), which although simpler than a^is), would
be at best a tedious task. Equations [66] and [78], while
highly accurate for large OK, have the same limitation as do
the expressions for (/>, namely that accuracy breaks down
for UK ^ 3. Equation [78] has the same limitation of
namely that it was derived without knowledge of the poten
tial at the drop center, a term which appeared in the deriva
tions of each. Nonetheless, for thin double layers, the results
are quite useful.
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